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1 Executive Summary 

1.1 Introduction 
As part of Transport for London’s (TfL) Bus Safety Innovation Challenge (2019), the London bus 

operator Metroline, has been running a trial of the Optional Side Marker Down Lighting System 

(hereafter referred to as OSMDLS) offered by Jimmy Beam Downlights Limited, which was fitted to 

24 of its London bus-fleet. It is suggested that the OSMDLS system offers benefits to bus drivers, 

drivers of other vehicles and Vulnerable Road Users. For bus drivers, these benefits include offering 

greater visibility along the sides of the bus in poorer lighting conditions thereby helping them to 

identify approaching pedestrians, cyclists and other road-users (e.g. motorcyclists) who may be 

adjacent to the vehicle side. For other vehicle users in the vicinity of the bus, these are described to 

include making the bus more visible thereby improving awareness and hazard perception. For 

Vulnerable Road Users, it was suggested that the lights may offer an ‘area of high risk’ which should 

be avoided to ensure personal safety.  

The overall aim of this study was therefore to evaluate some of the effects of the OSMDLS, especially 

with regard to safety of other road-users.  

There are three functions to the OSMDLS; these are slow speed, static and flashing. TfL requires that 

their buses must travel with the vehicle lights always ON in order to be more conspicuous. It is for 

this reason that the slow speed function of the OSMDLS could not be trialled, since this function only 

works in slow-speed/stationary conditions without the vehicle light switch being activated. It is 

accepted however, that this automated function might not be greatly effective (daylight intensities 

permitting). The three functions are summarized below: 

1. The ‘slow-speed’ light facility operates automatically through the control box. Once the

ignition is turned ‘ON’ – the OSMDLS will come ‘ON’. The lights will stay on until the vehicle

reaches a speed above 15kph, when the OSMDLS will turn ‘OFF’. Once the speed of the

vehicle drops down to below 16kph, the OSMDLS will turn back ‘ON’. The idea behind this

function is to continually offer the ‘area of high risk’ prompt, in stop/start slow moving

conditions, to those road users nearing close proximity to the vehicle.

2. The OSMDLS also operate from the vehicle light switch. If the driver activates the vehicle

lights, the OSMDLS will come on. When the bus is moving during general bus operation, the

lights will project downward to give the impression of a ‘ring of light’ around the bus (sides

only). This is intended to portray the ‘area of high risk’ to other road users where extreme

vigilance is required. The ‘footprint of light’ may also assist the driver during normal driving

activities, particularly when ambient lighting conditions are poor. It also highlights the

presence of the vehicle to other road users in poor visibility such as fog or heavy spray or

rain in faster traffic conditions etc. In this report, this condition is known as the STATIC light

condition.

3. When the vehicle direction indicators or ‘hazard’ lights are activated, the lights will enter a

‘flashing phase’ (known in this report as the FLASHING light condition). The FLASHING

condition is synchronous with the vehicle indication cycle. This is intended to provide extra

visual aid for cyclists and pedestrians that may be in proximity of the vehicle/trailer in urban

areas especially when lighting conditions deteriorate. The footprint, when flashing on the

ground, also aims to give additional visual assistance to Vulnerable Road Users in perceiving

the ‘area of high risk’ when the vehicle is about to change direction or turn.
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The OSMDLS was installed on a number of buses operating on the Number 6 bus route in London. In 

advance of the analysis, drivers had been informed about the operation of the lights and their 

principal purpose. However, no information about the lights was provided to other road users or 

passengers either before or during the study. The potential benefits of the OSMDLS were then 

assessed in this research study and three approaches were used.   

1.2 Approach 1 
The main part of the study involved examination of Vulnerable Road User reactions to the different 

lighting conditions (i.e. STATIC and FLASHING) in comparison to reactions to situations in which the 

OSMDLS were not fitted or not operational (known as the BASELINE condition). Such comparisons 

were made by analysing video footage taken from the bus on-board CCTV system. In this approach, 

the CCTV video footage from the rear facing offside and rear facing nearside CCTV cameras were 

examined (approximately 160 hours in total). The Vulnerable Road User responses to both the 

STATIC and FLASHING condition (in terms of their passing/separation distance from the side of the 

bus) was measured using a gridding system which was developed by the study team. The gridding 

system was derived through careful measurement of the extent of projection of the ‘footprint of 

light’ provided by the OSMDLS onto the ground in the bus depot prior to the analysis. By using the 

gridding system, the study team were able to accurately determine the separation distances 

between the bus and VRU during on-road interactions in each of the OSMDLS conditions. 

1.3 Approach 2 
The second approach involved consultations with both drivers and stakeholders through Driver 

Focus Groups and individual interviews (both of which were held online due to COVID-19 

restrictions). In advance of the study, drivers were informed about the presence of the OSMDLS 

through (1) the use of a poster which was communicated via the appropriate depot; and (2) 

conversations with drivers to inform them as to what the lights were and what they were trying to 

achieve. The Driver Focus Group then explored issues which bus drivers found significant in relation 

to the OSMDLS lights. The stakeholders who were interviewed were generally aware of the 

operational aspects of the OSMDLS and were considered to be road transport safety advocates.  

1.4 Approach 3 
The third approach involved examination of incident data provided by Metroline. In total, 43 

individual incidents were reported by Metroline involving buses servicing the number 6 route during 

2020. In total, there were only 4 incidents involving VRUs of which 2 involved cyclists and 2 involved 

motorcyclists.   

1.5 Results 

1.5.1 Approach 1 
The video data analysis formed the most substantive part of the study. When looking at the video 

footage data from the bus offside CCTV camera, it was found that cyclists and PTW riders tended to 

pass closer to the bus in the STATIC (continuous OSMDLS lights) condition when compared to the 

BASELINE (No OSMDLS activation). This difference was small overall with the mean difference 

between the ‘STATIC’ and ‘BASELINE’ conditions being 4cm. This finding does not appear to support 

the safety claims for the technology where an increase in passing separation would be expected if 

Vulnerable Road Users identified the OSMDLS as an ‘area of high risk’ 

All road-users followed a widening separation distance as they progressed past the bus regardless of 

the lighting condition (BASELINE/STATIC) suggesting an awareness of the bus and their visibility to 

the driver during the passing manoeuvre. When the right hand indicator was activated, road users 
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passed further away from the bus side in the STATIC (continuous OSMDLS light) condition compared 

to the BASELINE (no OSMDLS activation) condition although the sample size seen was relatively 

small due to the limited occurrence of this manoeuvre. This finding may support the safety claim for 

the technology although this manoeuvre is complex with many other interacting factors influencing 

behaviour. 

For the nearside of the bus, the frequency of passing by a vulnerable Road User showed an 83% 

reduction compared to offside passing frequency; this indicates that there is perhaps an awareness 

of the higher risk posed by the nearside of the vehicle although space consideration (i.e. room to 

complete a pass) is likely to be the main driver of this change. The nearside also saw an increase in 

separation between the BASELINE (no OSMDLS activation) and the STATIC (continuous OSMDLS 

light) for all road users except Motorcycles. This finding is the opposite to that seen on the offside of 

the bus and although it could be seen to support the safety claim for the technology, the role the 

OSMDLS plays may be in combination with other more prominent factors such as bus speed, specific 

location, infrastructure design and bus manoeuvre. 

With the OSMDLS lights FLASHING with indicator activation a reduction in road users entering the 

area immediately adjacent to the offside of the bus side during this condition was seen compared 

with both the STATIC and BASELINE conditions. This finding suggests that the OSMDLS has some 

effect in deterring Vulnerable Road Users from passing the offside of the bus closely or passing at all 

and may support the safety claim for the technology. This manoeuvre type is relatively uncommon 

within the route 6 sample used for this study (9% of the data), so there may be an effect of small 

samples sizes on the overall result. 

Analysis for the flashing condition on the nearside of the bus was not completed as instances of a 

bus indicating left while a road user passed along the side of the bus was extremely rare within the 

route 6 sample used for this study. This may indicate that education initiatives have made 

Vulnerable Road Users aware of the likely bus manoeuvre and associated risks and are less likely to 

undertake this manoeuvre. Additionally, data for when a bus passes a Vulnerable Road User shows 

stable and repeatable separation distances of around 1.5m for both baseline (no OSMDLS) and Static 

(OSMDLS fitted) conditions. This suggests the effects is primarily due to current driver training and 

recent enforcement campaigns as the effect is present before the OSMDLS is activated. 

1.5.2 Approach 2 
All of the participants in the focus groups and the stakeholder interviews were generally positive 

about the lights, with all suggesting that safety benefits are associated with them. There were some 

contrasting viewpoints, in particular regarding the nature of the lights. For example, some of the 

drivers thought that road users might be confused about the flashing lights on the bus and might 

wonder about the general message that the bus was attempting to convey (for example, perhaps 

that the bus has an issue), whereas all of the interviewees believed that it should be obvious that the 

lights signify a danger zone around the bus. It is recognised that, should the lights be more widely 

employed, public information through relevant campaigns would be likely to alleviate any confusion.  

1.5.3 Approach 3 
The analysis of the incident data was largely inconclusive mainly because there was insufficient data 

on which to detect any overall effect. Whilst specific incidents involving Vulnerable Road Users were 

found in the Metroline collision data, there were no individual incidents in which the OSMDLS were 

thought likely to have had relevance. Further investigation of this approach may be possible by 

considering a much wider dataset, although this was outside the scope of this study.   
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Background 
As part of Transport for London’s (TfL) Bus Safety Innovation Challenge (2019) London bus operator, 

Metroline, has been running a trial of the Optional Side-Marker Lighting System (hereafter referred 

to as OSMDLS) offered by Jimmy Beam Downlights Limited, fitted to 24 of its London buses. This 

report details an analysis of the effectiveness of the system in terms of visual conspicuity and 

alerting Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs). The research has involved incorporating Human Factors 

insight into VRU behaviours around buses fitted with the OSMDLS; this is an important consideration 

in determining the success of the proposed innovation.  

It is suggested that the OSMDLS system offers benefits to bus drivers, drivers of other vehicles and 

Vulnerable Road Users. For bus drivers, these include offering greater visibility along the sides of the 

bus in poorer lighting conditions helping to identify approaching pedestrians, cyclists and other road 

users who may be nearing the vehicle. For other vehicle users in the vicinity of the bus, these are 

described to include making the bus more visible thereby improving awareness and hazard 

perception. For Vulnerable Road Users, the lights may offer an ‘area of high risk’ which ought to be 

avoided to ensure their own personal safety. These benefits have been assessed through this 

research study.  

2.1.1 Technical Description of the Optional Side Marker Down Lighting System 
The function of the OSMDLS for buses is as follows:  

1. The ‘slow-speed’ light facility operates automatically through the control box. Once the

ignition is turned ‘ON’ – the OSMDLS will come ‘ON’. The lights will stay on until the vehicle

reaches a speed above 15kph, when the OSMDLS will turn ‘OFF’. Once the speed of the

vehicle drops down to below 16kph, the OSMDLS will turn back ‘ON’. The idea behind this

function is to continually offer the ‘area of high risk’ prompt, in stop/start slow moving

conditions, to those road users nearing close proximity to the vehicle.

2. The OSMDLS also operate from the vehicle light switch. If the driver activates the vehicle

lights, the OSMDLS will come on. When the bus is moving during general bus operation, the

lights will project downward to give the impression of a ‘ring of light’ around the bus (sides

only). This is intended to portray the ‘area of high risk’ to other road users where extreme

vigilance is required (Figure 1). The ‘footprint of light’ may also assist the driver during

normal driving activities, particularly when ambient lighting conditions are poor. It also

highlights the presence of the vehicle to other road users in poor visibility such as fog or

heavy spray or rain in faster traffic conditions etc. In this report, this condition is known as

the STATIC light condition.

3. When the vehicle direction indicators or ‘hazard’ lights are activated, the lights will enter a

‘flashing phase’ (known in this report as the FLASHING light condition). The FLASHING

condition is synchronous with the vehicle indication cycle. This is intended to provide extra

visual aid for cyclists and pedestrians that may be in proximity of the vehicle/trailer in urban

areas especially when lighting conditions deteriorate. The footprint, when flashing on the

ground, also aims to give additional visual assistance to Vulnerable Road Users in perceiving

the ‘area of high risk’ when the vehicle is about to change direction or turn.
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It should be noted that TfL requires that their buses must travel with the vehicle lights always ON in 

order to be more conspicuous. It is for this reason that the slow speed function of the OSMDLS could 

not be trialled, since this function only works in slow-speed/stationary conditions without the 

vehicle light switch being activated. It is accepted however, that this automated function might not 

be greatly effective (daylight intensities permitting).  

Figure 1: Bus with lights in operation 

In this report, comparisons were made using video footage between the STATIC and FLASHING light 

conditions with footage taken with buses that did not have the system fitted. In this report, this 

condition will be referred to as the BASELINE condition.  

2.1.2 The London Bus Number 6 Route 
The study examined bus manoeuvring along the Number 6 bus route in the city of London, UK. 

London Buses route 6 is a Transport for London contracted bus route in London, UK. The route runs 

between Willesden Garage and Aldwych and is operated by Metroline. 

Figure 2: Typical route 6 bus on route 
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Data were collected between October 2020 and February 2021. During this period, the UK was 

placed under various lockdown restrictions due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. The initial data 

collection for the study began under the regional tiered system which was quickly superseded by a 

national lockdown in early Nov 2021. Data collected by Transport for London (TfL) leading up to the 

period of the study shows that overall road use demand was reduced by around 10% compared to 

pre-pandemic levels (after a recovery from 65% reduction during the first national lockdown), 

although individual modes within this indicate change in modal demand. 

Data from TfL indicates that bus demand remains lower than pre pandemic levels, showing a 45% 

reduction since Feb 2020 and, although in some cases services were reduced, it is likely that the 

proportion of buses on and adjacent to the route 6 network was very similar to pre-pandemic levels 

during the data collection period. 

Motorised traffic demand shows perhaps the smallest reduction with between 20% and 27% lower 

traffic volumes for Cars, LGVs and HGVs in the most recently reported data. This data does vary 

spatially and by day and time, but it is expected that these changes and reductions are unlikely to 

skew the traffic system significantly especially in the high traffic areas of route 6. 

In terms of Vulnerable Road Users which form the primary focus for this study, the data is patchy 

due to the nature and paucity of the collection methodologies. For cycling automated counters 

recorded an increase in demand during the easing of restrictions in early summer 2020 and this was 

maintained for weekend cycling with an increase of around 60% recorded at the start of this study. 

At the beginning of this study weekday cycling showed a recovery in line with per-pandemic levels. 

Unfortunately, no data is available to show the effects on PTW demand during the pandemic or this 

study. 

It is expected that the traffic environment observed during the CCTV analysis was broadly similar to 

pre pandemic levels in terms of the traffic flows. It is noted that there may be slight reductions in 

some of the modes observed, for example personal motorised vehicles, HGVs and LGVs which are 

counteracted by increases in other modes (for example cycles) however the effect of this is likely to 

be small overall. No data was available to understand the specific effects on route 6 so this 

assessment is based on the TfL data as a whole. 

2.2 Structure of the report 
This report begins by describing the methodology used in each of the research tasks (section 2). The 

next section (3) discusses the findings from research tasks 1-3 and section 4 presents a discussion of 

the findings of all three tasks. The final section (5) presents some conclusions.  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Task 1: On-road interaction 
Road user interaction with buses was assessed in three separate conditions: (1) no OSMDLS fitted; 

(2) OSMDLS fitted but functioning on ‘static’ mode; and (3) OSMDLS fitted functioning on ‘static’

mode with the inclusion of ‘flashing’ during the bus indicator application.

3.1.1 Study design 
An observations study design was chosen to analyse the behaviour of other road users around buses 

fitted with the OSMDLS. The study design is broadly a field operational trial (FOT) in that the system 

and buses under test were deployed onto real road environments while a number of different 

conditions were applied. The study design differs from a typical FOT as the independent variable to 

be monitored (other road users passing a bus) were not aware of the system under test. This would 

normally be the case with on-board systems where a driver or user would typically interact with the 

system under test directly. In this study the effect of systems and the varying conditions on other 

road users could be considered much more naturalistic. 

A technical description of the technology under test is available in 2.1.1 with the observation study 

design covering three conditions based on this description These are outlined below: 

BASELINE 

The baseline condition describes the data collected when the bus was in an ‘as-near-as-normal’ 

condition. This condition represents the bus without any of the OSMDLS lights lit. The buses in 

question had the OSMDLS lights installed but they were not connected and as such did not project 

any light in a way the technology describes. The buses had amber side lights installed (as required by 

amendments to Road Vehicle Lighting Regulations, 1989) but these were identical to the installation 

on all other similar buses operating in London and as such would not have appeared different from 

other road users. 

STATIC 

The static condition describes the data collected when the bus was displaying OSMDLS side lights. 

This condition projected light onto the ground surface in the way the technology describes. The 

lights were ‘static’ and produced a steady light when the bus was powered insofar that the lights did 

not flash or produce other light patterns when they were activated. 

FLASHING 

The flashing condition describes the data collected when the bus was displaying ‘static’ lights (as 

described above) in addition to having a flashing phase. The flashing condition is active only when 

the turn signals are on and uses the same OSMDLS lights mounted along the side of the bus but 

replicating the standard turn signal flashing pattern, subsequently the flashing condition can be 

considered partially independent of the baseline and static conditions as ‘flashing’ is dependent on 

the direction indicators being active whereas this is not the case for the much of the operation in 

other conditions. 

3.1.2 Data collection 
Data from two buses was collected for the duration of the OSMDLS study. These buses were drawn 

from the Metroline fleet and were identical Wright Gemini bodied Volvo B5LH, using the fleet 

numbers VWH2424 and VWH2404. Both of these buses were used for the duration of the data 

collection over all three conditions.  

James
Sticky Note
.... when left to the personal judgement and vigilance of other road users when not knowing about the OSMDLS and the associated 'area of high risk' being projected and how to react to it.
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3.1.3 Route 
The buses identified for the study were to use route 6 from Willesden to Aldwych. This route was 

chosen as it provides a good mix of quieter urban areas and busier commercial areas along its route. 

The frequency of cycles, motorcycles and other Vulnerable Road Users was anticipated to be quite 

high as the route follows a typically radial route linking the north-western suburbs with central 

London, see Figure3 (inbound) and Figure 4 (outbound). 

Figure 3: Route 6 from Willesden to Strand 

The route follows the following paths, into Central London from Willesden: 

Willesden – Kensal Rise – Edgware Road – Marble Arch – Hyde Park Corner – Trafalgar Square – 

Aldwych, including major routes such as the A5, Edgeware Road, A4022, Marble arch, Park Lane, 

Hyde Park Corner, A4, Piccadilly, A4, Strand 

James
Sticky Note
In retrospect it has now been agreed and acknowledged by the DfT and other interested parties that route 6 was actually a fairly 'well lit' bus route resulting in smaller benefits to other road users. It has been mentioned in the report that perhaps a darker, more rural route ought to have been included in the trials to offer a comparison which might have had greater benefits?
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Figure 4: Route 6 from Strand to Willesden 

Away from Central London to Willesden 

Aldwych – Trafalgar Square – Hyde Park Corner – Marble Arch – Edgware Road – Kensal Rise – 

Willesden, including major routes such as: Strand, Pall Mall, Waterloo place, Piccadilly, Hyde Park 

corner, Park Lane, Marble arch, and Edgeware Road. 

After the route was chosen a subsequent analysis of the route was conducted to identify the 

presence of facilities for other road users including those classed as vulnerable, this demonstrated a 

rich mix of different infrastructure designs and conditions along the route length and provides an 

analysis guide to where the majority of interactions could be anticipated. 

3.1.4 Duration and content of data recording 
In total 4 separate categories of CCTV files were available for Baseline and Static conditions; these 

covered the two buses and the two conditions the data was collected over. The quantity of data and 

respective condition is shown below: 

Bus number Condition Hours 

2424 Baseline 36 

Static 40 

2404 Baseline 36 

Static 40 

Table 1: Duration of CCTV content available for analysis 

A lot of the video data was not usable for the analysis of passing distances. There were a number of 

reasons that a video file was excluded from the final analysis process, and these included: 
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• Disrupted video view – for example water droplets or fogging on the CCTV lens which 

prevented a clear view of the exterior scene. 

• Corrupted CCTV data – CCTV data was not playable or stopped playback. 

• Different route – different routes were evident within the sample as the frequency of other 

road users differed along these routes these were excluded from the analysis. 

• Stopped on route or within depot – instances of the bus parked up along the route or within 

the depot where no interaction with other road users was possible. 

In total the amount of video files which were not used was: 

Condition Available footage (hrs) Not used (hrs) 

Baseline 72 40 

Static 80 40 

Table 2: Duration of CCTV used for analysis 

3.1.5 Gridding 
In addition to the data collection for the three conditions a separate collection of CCTV data was 

made to capture a series of ground plane ‘grids’ marked out down the sides of each bus. 

These grids were used as a calibration and measurement tool in the data collection process 

described in 3.1.6, but for completeness are shown below in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

 

Figure 5: Measurement grid created on ground plane for CCTV capture – offside from front 
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Figure 6: Measurement grid created on ground plane for CCTV capture – offside from rear 

 

Figure 7: Measurement grid created on ground plane for CCTV capture – offside and nearside from front (bus removed) 

3.1.6 Analysis process 
Using measurement of the ground plane grids marked out down the sides of each bus allows precise 

classification of the positions of other road users and objects, both perpendicular to the bus side 

(i.e., how far away an object is from the bus side) and parallel to the bus side (i.e., where an object is 

along the side of the bus). 

The process used a physical transfer of the measurement grids as shown above overlayed onto the 

CCTV data. Using the same scaling and viewpoints in both the road-based CCTV footage and the 

gridding CCTV it is therefore possible to have an accurate measurement grid for every frame of CCTV 

data. 
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The CCTV footage was viewed to identify individual road users of interest as they interacted with the 

bus. Measurement data was manually extracted once a road user had intersected the grid overlay 

on the CCTV. From this point, frame by frame analysis of the CCTV footage could be used to identify 

where the road user was positioned at various points across this grid. 

Figure 8 shows a plan view of the bus, the CCTV views and the grid system (shown in Figures 5 to 7) 

used for measuring road user interactions. 

 

Figure 8: Plan view of bus and gridding system 

A single frame of the CCTV footage along with the overlayed grid is shown in Figure 9. This image 

illustrates how the uniform grid can be overlayed on to an oblique and slightly ‘fish-eyed’ lens to 

achieve good measurement accuracy. 
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Figure 9: Single frame of CCTV footage showing exterior scene, road user iteration and overlay of measurement grid 

Figure 9 also shows a number of the other elements of data that were extracted to form the final 

dataset. These include the millisecond time count in the top left corner, the bus speed in the very 

bottom left information bar and any bus operation listed down the left side of the screen. These are 

described along with other data elements in the data collection section. 

Some general rules were devised for the inclusion or exclusion of road users, these rules were 

defined to ensure only road users who were interacting with the bus and the OSMDLS were 

recorded. The term ‘interacting’ is used here as it helped differentiate between road users perceived 

intentions and awareness, The following examples illustrate different circumstances and the 

outcome of inclusion or exclusion for this study: 

Interaction Inclusion/exclusion decision 

A Vulnerable Road User passes the offside of the 
bus, travelling the same direction and on a parallel 
heading within the measurement box 

Included as the road users was interacting 
with the bus and OSMDLS technology 

A car driver passes the offside of the bus, travelling 
the same direction and on a parallel heading within 
the measurement box 

Excluded as not the focus of the OSMDLS 
technology 

A Vulnerable Road User passes the offside of the 
bus on an angled path using only a portion of the 
measurement box 

Included as the road user interacted to 
some extent with the bus and OSMDLS 
technology 

A Vulnerable Road User passes the offside of the 
bus, travelling in the opposite direction in the 
opposing traffic lane and within the measurement 
box 

Excluded as the road user is not 
intentionally passing the bus but travelling 
in the opposite direction. 
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A Vulnerable Road User passes the nearside of the 
bus, travelling in the same direction and on a 
parallel heading within the measurement box 

Included as the road users was interacting 
with the bus and OSMDLS technology 

A Vulnerable Road User passes the nearside of the 
bus, travelling in the same direction and on a 
parallel heading using the footway 

Excluded as the road user has made a 
decision to leave the carriageway and 
remove the interaction with the bus. 

A Vulnerable Road User passes the offside of the 
bus, travelling in the same direction and on a 
parallel heading outside of the measurement box 
and in a separate marked lane 

If the separate lane was immediately 
adjacent to the bus side then the road user 
was included. 
 
If the lane was separated by another lane 
then the road user was excluded. 
 
If the road user was using a turning lane 
(identified by a traffic lane marking/arrows) 
then the interaction was deemed incidental 
to their aims and was excluded. 

Table 3: Set of rules for inclusion/exclusion of observed road users 

An automated ‘machine vision’ based process was explored; however, this was ruled out on a 

number of factors which included: 

1. The angle the prime CCTV footage was filmed from provides an almost head on view of 

Vulnerable Road Users as they pass the bus or are passed by the bus. This creates an issue 

with machine vision as there is insufficient pixel data to differentiate between different 

Vulnerable Road Users. For example, Figure 9 above shows an electric scooter and rider 

which would be very challenging for machine vision technology to detect and classify with 

the necessary accuracy. 

2. The lighting conditions selected for the trial causes extensive lens flair when other vehicles 

are present in the CCTV footage. This video anomaly can almost obliterate a narrow object 

within the CCTV frame making the training of a machine vision algorithm very complex. 

Figure 10 below shows a frame from the CCTV footage with a road user obliterated by the 

headlights of another vehicle and a reconstructed image illustrating where the road user 

existed in previous and subsequent CCTV frames 

3. Rain and other weather conditions can change the views of other road users, this issue can 

be overcome by a human but not through a much more rigid machine vision approach 

without huge investment in training the tool across all conditions. 
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Figure 10: Composite image illustrating lens flair effect (left) and reconstructed image to show a road user in traffic 
(right) 

3.1.7 Data collection 
The data capture process included 17 individual variables for each measurement record. These 

variables are: 

FILE NAME: Identifying CCTV number for the specific file – generated by Metroline. 

BUS NUMBER: Fleet number of the bus the CCTV relates to. 

FILE DATE: Date the CCTV was captured. 

EVENT NUMBER: Numerical record of each observed road user within the CCTV footage. The event 

number is incremental providing a total record of the number of events seen for each bus on each 

date. 

TIME: Time the road user was identified in the CCTV footage. This time normally relates to the time 

of the crossing into the measurement grid. 

BUS ACTION: Bus action relates to any physical linear manoeuvre the bus in undertaking. This 

manoeuvre is related predominantly to speed as the this was deemed a much stronger predictor of 

passing behaviour than other lateral movements such as turning. The options seen within the data 

are: 

• Moving: bus was moving at a stable speed within the main traffic lane 

• Moving off: the bus was moving away from a stopped action - speed was increasing 

• Stopped: the bus was stopped within a traffic lane – reason for stopping was not 

known 

• Stopped, traffic: bus was stopped due to traffic or traffic control  

• Stopped, stand bus was stopped in a bus stand 

• Stopping: the bus was slowing from a constant speed – speed was reducing 
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BUS SPEED: the speed of the bus taken from the embedded CCTV data. Please note that there is a 

slight lag with the speed measurement on the CCTV data so the nearest speed measure to the 

recorded measure was recorded. 

BUS OPERATION: Bus operation relates to any use of the bus functions that provide an observable 

light to other road users. This was drawn from the bus data embedded in the CCTV data. The options 

seen within the data are: 

• Footbrake 

• RH indicator 

• LH indicator 

• Hazards: identified by simultaneous RH and LH indicator use  

• No bus data: used only when the embedded bus data was corrupted 

• Combinations of the above 

VRU TYPE: The type of VRUs identified within the CCTV data. The options seen within the data are1: 

• Cycle 

• Powered Two Wheeler (PTW)2 

• Scooter3 

• Skateboard 

• Rickshaw 

MEASUREMENT VALUE: the lateral separation recorded on the measurement grid at each 

longitudinal position along the bus side. 

N.B. repeated for each section of the measurement grid, Rear of bus, Plus 2, Plus 4 and Plus 6 

MEASUREMENT TIME: The time each lateral separation was recorded within the measurement grid. 

This time uses the millisecond count available within the embedded CCTV data to enable an analysis 

of the other road user speed relative to the bus. 

N.B. no analysis was conducted with this variable although the raw data files contain this 

information for further interrogation. 

NOTES: Free text variable to record notes about the specifics of the road user movement or the 

CCTV footage. Common notes used for the analysis include: 

 
1Within the analysis section of the report ‘other’ road user type is used, as cycles and PTW users make up over 
95% of all identified road users within this study the ‘other’ group was used to make the results simpler to 
digest. The ‘other’ group contains all other identified road users who were not cycles or PTWs, for example 
scooter riders (electric or manual), skateboards, cycle rickshaws etc. 
2 A wider description of ‘Powered Two Wheeler’ was used for the analysis as it was not possible to 
differentiate between motorcycles and scooters from the CCTV footage 
3 The value ‘scooter’ was used without further differentiation as it was not possible to determine between 
unpowered (kick scooter) and powered scooters from the CCTV footage. 
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• Not free to choose distance: recorded when a road user passes between the bus 

side and another object such as a vehicle or kerb – this distinction was drawn as the 

road user does not have free choice to increase separation to the bus side and 

therefore could influence the average passing distances irrespective as to whether 

the VAL lights were activated or not. 

• Reverse: the road user passes through the measurement box from the front of the 

bus to the rear. This occurs when the bus overtakes another road user rather than 

the more commonly observed behaviour where another road user overtakes the 

bus. 

• Outside Measurement box at: this is recorded when a road user does not complete 

a manoeuvre completely within the measurement box. There are a number of 

reasons for this to occur, for example, they chose to pass further than 2m from the 

bus side or took an angled path using only a small part of the measurement box, 

therefore a distinction is made to allow only complete manoeuvres to be isolated. 

3.2 Task 2: Focus group with bus drivers and interviews with managers and other 

stakeholders 

3.2.1 Focus group with bus drivers 
One driver discussion group was held to explore the specific experiences of the bus drivers; it was 

intended to investigate the issues which a selection of bus drivers have found significant in relation 

to the OSMDLS lights. A focus group discussion Guide of questions and prompts was developed to 

ensure the relevant subjects were all covered. The focus group Guide was informed by issues 

identified during Task 1 and the prior knowledge of the researchers. 

3.2.1.1 Participants/ recruitment  

The research contact at Metroline agreed to assist with the focus groups by identifying suitable 

drivers (of route 6 buses fitted with the OSMDLS lights) and asking them to participate. A group of 

five drivers volunteered for the study; due to restrictions in place at the time (26th March 2021), the 

group was held online via GoTo Meeting software. The participating drivers generally had long 

service with the bus operator, between approximately 10 and 20 years. 

In advance of the study, drivers were alerted by the bus company to the study through the use of a 

poster which was communicated via the appropriate depot – see Figure 11. In addition, the 

Transport Safety Manager had conversations with drivers on this route in relation to what the lights 

were and what they were trying to achieve. It should be noted here that no information was 

provided to other road users or passengers either before or during the study. 

James
Sticky Note
It should be noted that the statement on the poster (Figure 11) "Please be aware that they will become active only when your vehicle speed is below 15kph" is wrong! As a result this may have led to some confusion amongst the bus drivers as mentioned later on in this report in 4.2.2.2.
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Figure 11: Poster informing drivers of the trial 

The managers at the bus company decided to inform the drivers in this way because it was thought 

that providing any additional information would cause heightened levels of awareness and cause 

them to change their driving behaviour. This might then have rendered inaccurate any 

measurements of the effectiveness of the lights.  

3.2.1.2 Procedure  

Prior to the focus group, drivers were provided with an information sheet explaining the background 

to the research and providing contact details of the research team. Participants were then asked to 

sign an informed consent form which included details about the recording of the discussion. The 

participating drivers were encouraged to treat the experience as an informal discussion about their 

experiences of the OSMDLS lights in the static and flashing conditions, and to express their honest 

opinions. It was stressed that the research (and therefore the discussion) was really important for 

the evaluation of the lights. Drivers were urged to talk to each other and to the researcher during 

the discussion and thereby share experience. It was emphasised to participants that all information 

they provided would be confidential, with no individuals being identified in any reports. The focus 

groups were facilitated by one researcher.  

3.2.2 Interviews with managers and other stakeholders 

A total of seven one-to-one interviews were conducted either by telephone or online. The interviews 

followed on from the bus driver focus group to determine a range of opinions of the OSMDLS lights. 

The data collection took place in May 2021.  

3.2.2.1 Participants/ recruitment  

The research contact person at Metroline also agreed to assist with the interviews by identifying 

suitable staff members to be interviewed. These were supplemented with individuals with longer-

term experience using the lights in other contexts, for example, on haulage trucks and coaches. The 
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participants were a mixture of a garage manager, a police officer, a claims manager, a haulage truck 

owner/driver and a coach workshop manager.  

3.2.2.2 Procedure  

An interview question guide was produced in order to ensure each interview followed a similar 

format and the relevant issues were covered. The guide arose from the findings of the bus driver 

focus group, and the prior knowledge and experience of the researchers. The interview question set 

was specifically designed to explore a range of views of the OSMDLS, their perceptions of the ability 

of the lights to augment road safety and their views about widening out the use of the lights.  

A short film of a bus with the OSMDLS lights fitted and in operation was shown to any participants 

whose experience of the lights was limited. The film was recorded and provided by Metroline. 

3.3 Task 3: Incident Data analysis  
Lastly, the study looked at accident/incident data provided by Metroline. In total, 43 individual 

incidents were reported by Metroline involving buses servicing the number 6 route during 2020. In 

total, there were only four incidents involving VRUs of which two involved cyclists and two involved 

motorcyclists.   
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4 Main Findings  

4.1 Task 1: On-road interaction 
The analysis of on-road interactions is split into seven sections covered under three broad headings. 

These sections cover all the different elements of the study and group the results to allow 

comparisons between the different conditions. 

The following analysis sections are: 

• Offside of bus 

o Baseline analysis of passing behaviour 

o Static analysis of passing behaviour 

o Comparison between Baseline and Static passing behaviour 

• Nearside of bus 

o Baseline analysis of passing behaviour 

o Static analysis of passing behaviour 

o Comparison between baseline and static passing behaviour 

• Flashing analysis 

o Analysis of passing behaviour 

 

4.1.1 Offside of Bus 
For offside passing behaviour, all plots will be shown in plan view with the bus side along the X axis 

of the graph and the bus facing from right to left as shown in Figure 12 below 

 

Figure 12: Format of plots for all offside passing behaviour 

4.1.1.1 Baseline analysis of passing behaviour. 

40 hours of CCTV footage was viewed for the offside passing behaviour in the baseline condition. 

Total number of identified road users – included incidences where the road users passed through 

the measurement box and where they passed outside of the measurement box are shown in Table 

4. 
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VRU n % 

Cycle 213 47.9 

PTW 216 48.5 

Scooter 14 3.1 

Other  2 0.5 

Total  445 
 

   
Table 4: Road user breakdown for all offside baseline data 

Cycles and Powered Two Wheelers (PTW) make up the majority of the Vulnerable Road Users 

identified however they appear in broadly similar numbers in the baseline condition. 

However, not all road users passed through the measurement box, the following table (Table 5) 

shows the vehicle types and frequency for the measured ‘events’. 

VRU 
Events 

(n) % 

Cycle 177 50.6 

PTW 160 45.7 

Scooter 11 3.1 

Other 2 0.6 

 
350 

 
Table 5: Road user breakdown for all interaction within the measurement grid – offside baseline condition 

Considering the very similar frequency of cycles to PTWs in Table 5 the results in Table 6 shows that 

cycles are slightly more likely to pass through the measurement box compared to PTWs.  

Not all vehicles passed through the measurement grid – vehicle behaviour and capability are likely to 

be factors in this.  

Manoeuvre pattern 
 

 

Completed 

manoeuvre 

Outside box 

Cycle 83% 17% 

PTW 74% 26% 

Table 6: Proportion of road users interacting with measurement grid and passing outside of measurement grid 
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4.1.2 Patterns of passing behaviour – baseline 

The overall pattern of behaviour for all road users passing the offside of the bus is shown in Table 7 

and Figure 13. This data covers all vehicle types, over all bus actions (i.e., stopped, moving etc.) and 

for all operations (indicator use, brake lights etc.). 

N.B. although the OSMDLS lights were not activated during the baseline condition the position of the 

light points is shown in the figures to enable better comparison between study phases. 

Table 7 below shows the average passing distances by road user type. 

All conditions, all actions, all operations (all 

measurements in metres) 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear of 

bus 

All users 1.580 1.517 1.451 1.299 

Just cycles 1.506 1.453 1.406 1.264 

Just PTW 1.670 1.599 1.507 1.335 

Just 'others'4 1.755 1.611 1.544 1.455 

Table 7: Road user interactions – all conditions, actions and operations – offside, baseline 

 

 

Figure 13: Average passing distance, all conditions, actions and operations – offside, baseline 

The data indicates that all road user modes identified follow broadly similar average paths along the 

side of the bus in the baseline condition. ‘Other’ road users (scooters, rickshaws, skateboards) show 

 
4 ‘Other’ group contains all other identified road users who were not cycles or PTWs, for example scooter 
riders (electric or manual), skateboards, cycle rickshaws etc. 
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the greatest passing separation however these occur at much lower frequencies (around 4% of the 

data) compared to cycles and PTWs. 

The greatest difference between cycles and PTWs is approximately 16cm at the point ‘plus 6’ (1.5m 

and 1.67m respectively) and the smallest is approximately 7cm at the rear of the bus. 

All user data indicates that road users tend to increase their separation from the side of the bus as 

they approach the front, passing only 1.3m from the bus side at the rear of the bus and increasing 

this to nearly 1.6m, six meters after. It is not possible to determine whether this pattern persists 

further along the bus side as video data was not available for this zone. 

Table 8 and Figure 14 below show the data for when there is no bus operation. Bus operation in this 

context refers to actions identifiable to road users outside of the bus, the bus may be in any 

manoeuvre of state (moving or stationary, turning or going straight ahead) during these ‘operations’ 

No bus operation is present when the bus is showing no visible signals to other road users through 

indicators or brake lights. In the baseline condition the bus is also not displaying any OSMDLS. 

N.B. There may be other operations (for example hand signals by the driver) but this is not 

identifiable in the video trace and is only likely to exist in very small numbers if at all 

All conditions, all actions, No bus operations (all 
measurements in metres)  

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users 1.638 1.576 1.488 1.333 

Cycles (n=37) 1.597 1.556 1.482 1.339 

PTW (n=41) 1.653 1.587 1.487 1.312 

Others (n=3) 1.933 1.666 1.566 1.533 

Table 8: Road user interactions – no bus operation – offside, baseline 

 

Figure 14: Average passing distance, no bus operation – offside, baseline 
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The data indicates that bicycles and powered two-wheeler users follow almost identical average 

paths along the side of the bus in the baseline condition. ‘Other’ road users (scooters, rickshaws, 

skateboards) show the greatest passing separation and greater variability between measurement 

points however the proportion of these road user types is very small compared to cycles and PTWs 

(3.6% of the baseline data is ‘other’ road users). 

The greatest difference between cycles and PTWs is approximately 6cm at point ‘plus 6’ (1.653m and 

1.597m respectively) and the smallest is less than 1cm at the rear of the bus. 

All user data indicates that road users tend to increase their separation from the side of the bus as 

they approach the front, passing only 1.333m from the bus side at the rear of the bus and increasing 

this to over 1.6m, six meters after. It is not possible to determine whether this pattern persists 

further along the bus side as video data was not available for this zone. 

Table 9 and Figure 15 show the data when right hand (RH) direction indicator operation was 

identified. This is the case for when the bus is showing only right-hand signals (front and rear plus 

repeater lights) to other road users. RH indicator activation is important as this is the side of the bus 

most VRUs pass and therefore provides a measure of a potentially high risk manoeuvre. In the 

baseline condition the bus is not displaying any OSMDLS. 

All conditions, all actions, RH direction indicator (all 

measurements in metres)  
 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users (n=38) 1.568 1.497 1.426 1.261 

Cycles (n=24) 1.554 1.483 1.429 1.272 

PTW (n=12) 1.558 1.491 1.391 1.183 

Other (n=2) 1.800 1.700 1.600 1.600 

Table 9: Road user interactions – right hand indicator operation – offside, baseline 

 

Figure 15: Average passing distance, right hand indicator operation – offside, baseline 
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The data indicates that cycles and powered two-wheeler users follow almost identical average paths 

along the side of the bus in the baseline condition. ‘Other’ road users (scooters, rickshaws, 

skateboards) show the greatest passing separation and greater variability between measurement 

points however these occur at lower frequencies compared to cycles and PTWs. 

The greatest difference between cycles and PTWs is approximately 6cm at point ‘plus 6’ (1.653m and 

1.597m respectively) and the smallest is less than 1cm at the rear of the bus. 

All user data indicates that road users tend to increase their separation from the side of the bus as 

they approach the front, passing only 1.333m from the bus side at the rear of the bus and increasing 

this to over 1.600m, six metres after. It is not possible to determine whether this pattern persists 

further along the bus side as video data of this zone was not available. 

Interestingly the difference between average passing distances for ‘no bus operation’ and RH 

indicator illustrates that the observed road users passed closer to the bus when RH indicators were 

activated. This is contrary to expected behaviour, where a wider passing distance could be expected 

in the RH indicator condition (i.e., a road user may give a manoeuvring vehicle more space). A 

potential explanation is that many road users waited behind the bus (although no video data of this 

zone was available/analysed to confirm this) and were not captured within the measurement grid 

leaving only those with a greater appetite for risk to pass the signalling bus, this is potentially borne 

out by the low frequencies seen in the RH indicator condition. 

Table 10, Table 11 and Figure 16 show the average passing distance measurements for cycles and 

PTWs for no bus operation and RH indicator conditions.  

Cycles - RH indicator Vs No bus operation 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear 

of bus 

RH Indicator 1.554 1.483 1.429 1.272 

No operation 1.597 1.556 1.482 1.339 

Difference -0.043 -0.073 -0.053 -0.067 

Table 10: Road user interactions, RH indicator Vs no bus operation – cycles only, offside, baseline  

PTW - RH indicator Vs No bus operation 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear 

of bus 

RH Indicator 1.558 1.491 1.391 1.183 

No operation 1.653 1.587 1.487 1.312 

Difference -0.095 -0.096 -0.096 -0.129 

Table 11: Road user interactions, RH indicator Vs no bus operation – PTW only, offside, baseline 
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Figure 16: Average passing distance, RH indicator Vs no bus operation – cycles and PTW, offside, baseline 

Although the pattern of behaviour between cycles and PTWs in the RH indicator condition is the 

same (they both pass closer when the indicator is activated – an average reduction of 8cm for all 

road users combined)) the individual groups indicate that PTW users pass closer than cyclists with an 

average passing distance 10cm closer to the bus compared to cyclists at 6cm closer. 

Another interesting behavioural aspect to investigate is a passing behaviour when the vehicle is 

stopped compared to when it is moving. A stopped bus can occur at many points along the route 

although traffic, light controlled junctions and bus stands are the most common. 

A stopped bus differs from a Vulnerable Road User perspective as it: 

• May have lights (brake or indicator) displayed. 

• May be off the main carriageway (partially or fully) or may be stopped against the kerb. 

• May offer the potential to pass (either due to speed differential or available space along 

offside of bus). 

Passing distances for a stopped bus are shown in Table 12 and Figure 17. 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear of 

bus 

All users 1.539 1.492 1.445 1.323 

Cycles 

(n=100) 1.462 1.418 1.379 1.254 

PTW (n=47) 1.684 1.631 1.565 1.442 

Others (n=7) 1.628 1.585 1.557 1.471 

Table 12: Road user interactions, stopped bus – offside, baseline 
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Figure 17 shows that for stopped bus conditions the passing distance reduces relative to that seen 

when passing a moving bus. Breaking this down between road user types illustrates a distinct 

difference between PTW users and cycles passing stopped and moving buses. 

 

 

Figure 17: Average passing distance, stopped bus – offside, baseline 

Nearly half (47%, n=100) of all cycles observed in the baseline phase passed a bus while it was 

stopped, this is compared to 22% of PTWs. This illustrates an observed difference between the 

powered two-wheeler road users, in that the PTWs are more likely and able to pass a bus that is 

moving rather than waiting for a bus to stop.  

Average passing distances for all road users combined provides a mixed picture of passing behaviour in the baseline 
condition.  

 

Table 13 and Figure 18 shows the data for passing stopped buses and passing moving buses (classed 

as ‘moving’ ‘stopping’ and ‘moving off’). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 13: road user interactions, stopped Vs moving bus – offside, baseline 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear of 
bus 

All users - 
stopped 1.539 1.492 1.445 1.323 

All users - 
Moving 1.632 1.512 1.418 1.226 
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Figure 18: Average passing distance, stopped Vs moving bus – offside, baseline 

The data indicates that in a passing manoeuvre with a moving bus, a road user follows the familiar 

path through the measurements box, starting nearer the side of the bus at the rear before moving 

further away as it continues along the side of the bus. When passing a stopped bus, the movement 

through the measurement grid is much flatter, differing only by 20cm across the grid compared with 

40cm in the moving condition. 

This pattern change differs by mode, for example, Figure 19 shows that PTWs reduced their passing 

separation to a moving bus by an average measure of 13cm across the measurement grid (minimum 

difference of 20cm at the rear of the bus and a minimum of 7cm at 6m from the rear of the bus). 

Cyclists passing separation to a moving bus actually increased by an average of 2cm, however the 

passing pattern is typically closer to the bus side than PTW users. Cycles reduced their passing 

separation by a maximum of 8cm at the rear of the bus but demonstrated an increased passing 

separation of 14cm 6m from the rear of the bus. 

 

Figure 19: Average passing distance, stopped Vs moving bus – Cycles and PTW, offside, baseline 
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4.1.2.1 Static analysis of passing behaviour 

The following sections covers an analysis of the static OSMDLS condition. The static condition 

describes the data collected when the bus was displaying OSMDLS side lights. This condition 

projected light onto the ground surface in the way the technology describes (see 2.1.1). The lights 

were ‘static’ and produced a steady light when the bus was powered insofar that the lights did not 

flash or produce other light patterns when they were activated. 

In total 80 hours of CCTV footage was viewed for the static condition. 

The total number of identified road users – included incidences where the road users passed 

through the measurement box and where they passed outside of the measurement box is shown in 

Table 14 below. 

VRU 

Total 

(n) % 

Cycle 126 36.3 

PTW 213 61.4 

Scooter 7 2.0 

Other  1 0.3 

 
347 100 

Table 14: Road user breakdown for all offside static data 

Cycles and PTW make up nearly 98% of the Vulnerable Road Users identified however PTWs appear 

in larger numbers in the static condition compared to cycles. Nearly two thirds of the static condition 

is made up of PTW users compared to just under half the total vehicles in the baseline condition, for 

cycles this represents a 41% decrease in numbers between the conditions. 

Not all road users passed through the measurement box, the following table (Table 15) shows the 

vehicle types and frequency for the measured ‘events’. 

VRU Total 
(n) 

% 

Cycle 103 38.7 

PTW 156 58.6 

Scooter 6 2.3 

Other 1 0.4 

 
266 100 

Table 15: Road user breakdown for all interaction within the measurement grid – offside static condition 

The shift in the proportions of both cycles and PTWs in Table 14 compared to Table 15 show that 

cycles are slightly more likely to pass through the measurement box compared to PTWs, although 

the change is slight. 
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Not all vehicles passed through the box, this is likely to be a function of a number of factors including 

bus behaviour/manoeuvre, capability of the ‘other’ vehicle (i.e. a motorcycle may be able to exploit 

greater speed differentials to pass in a shorter time frame) and infrastructure factors such as road 

width restrictions. 

 

Completed 

manoeuvre 

inside box 

Completed 

manoeuvre 

outside box 

Cycle 84% 16% 

PTW 74% 26% 

Table 16: Proportion of road users interacting with measurement grid and passing outside of measurement grid 

Despite the smaller numbers of cycles captured during the static phase the behaviour of the cycles is 

very similar to that observed in the baseline phase, particularly with respect to whether they pass 

within the measurement box or pass outside the box (17% outside the measurement box in baseline 

condition compared to 16% in static condition). 

For PTW users the proportion of riders who passed within the measurement box or outside the 

measurement box was identical between conditions suggesting that the data, despite frequency 

changes, is reliable between conditions. 

4.1.3 Patterns of passing behaviour – Static 
The overall pattern of behaviour for all road users passing the offside of the bus is shown in Table 17 

and Figure 20. This data covers all vehicle types, over all bus actions (i.e., stopped, moving etc.) and 

for all operations (indicator use, brake lights etc.). 

N.B. The OSMDLS lights were activated during the static condition and the position of the light points 

is shown in the figures to enable comparison between study phases. 

Table 17 below shows the average passing distances by road user type. 

All conditions, all actions, all operations (all 
measurements in metres) 
 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 
Rear of 
bus 

All users 1.517 1.477 1.411 1.319 

Just cycles 1.444 1.410 1.348 1.273 

Just PTW 1.571 1.526 1.455 1.353 

Just 'others'5 1.260 1.260 1.220 1.120 

Table 17: Road user interactions – all conditions, actions and operations – offside, static 

 

 
5 ‘Other’ group contains all other identified road users who were not cycles or PTWs. 
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Figure 20: Average passing distance, all conditions, actions and operations – offside, static 

The data indicates that cycle and PTW road user modes follow broadly similar average paths along 

the side of the bus in the static condition. ‘Other’ road users (scooters, rickshaws, skateboards) show 

the smallest passing separation, typically a little over 1m on average, however these occur at much 

lower frequencies compared to cycles and PTWs. 

The greatest difference between cycles and PTWs is approximately 13cm at point ‘plus 6’ (1.4440m 

and 1.571m respectively) and the smallest is approximately 8cm at the rear of the bus. 

All user data indicates that road users tend to increase their separation from the side of the bus as 

they approach the front although this is less evident with the ‘other’ group (scooters and 

skateboards etc.). For all users combined, this follows a pattern showing a passing distance of 1.3m 

from the bus side at the rear of the bus and increasing this to over 1.5m, six metres afterwards. It is 

not possible to determine whether this pattern persists further along the bus side as video data for 

this zone was not available. 

Table 18 and Figure 21 show the data for when there is no bus operation. This is the case for when 

the bus is showing no other visible signals to other road users through indicators or brake lights 

except for the OSMDLS lights. 

N.B. There may be other operation (for example hand signals by the driver) but this is not identifiable 

in the video trace and is likely to exist in very small numbers if at all. 
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All conditions, all actions, No bus operations (all 
measurements in metres) 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users 1.462 1.418 1.356 1.270 

Cycles (n=58 1.387 1.350 1.297 1.222 

PTW (n=94) 1.516 1.467 1.401 1.312 

Others (n=5) 1.100 1.075 1.025 0.900 

Table 18: Road user interactions – no bus operation – offside, static 

 

Figure 21: Average passing distance, no bus operation – offside, static 

The data indicates that different road user groups follow similarly shaped but varying separation 

paths along the side of the bus in the static condition. ‘Other’ road users (scooters, rickshaws, 

skateboards etc.) show the lowest passing separation and greater variability between measurement 

points, however these occur at lower frequencies compared to cycles and PTWs. 

The greatest difference between cycles and PTWs is approximately 13cm at point ‘plus 6’ (1.387m 

and 1.516m respectively) and the smallest is approximately 9cm at the rear of the bus. 

All user data indicates that road users tend to increase their separation from the side of the bus as 

they approach the front, passing less than 1.3m from the bus side at the rear of the bus and 

increasing this to around 1.46m, six meters thereafter. It is not possible to determine whether this 

pattern persists further along the bus side as video data of this zone was not available. 

Table 19 and Figure 22 show the data when right hand direction indicator operation was identified. 

This is the case for when the bus is showing right-hand (RH) indicator signals (front and rear plus 

repeater lights) to other road users alongside the OSMDLS lights. 
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All conditions, all actions, RH direction indicator (all 

measurements in metres)  
 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear of 

bus 

All users 

(n=24) 1.633 1.570 1.445 1.343 

Cycles (n=12) 1.508 1.450 1.325 1.220 

PTW (n=12) 1.758 1.691 1.566 1.466 

Table 19: Road user interactions – right hand indicator operation – offside, static 

 

Figure 22: Average passing distance, right hand indicator operation – offside, static 

N.B. data for RH indicator was hampered as the bus data for bus 2404 was not working for the 

duration of the data collection – RH indicator operation was only identified if the CCTV captured the 

indicator in use (data shows that for baseline 38 instances of RH indicator were identified whereas 

for static this reduced by 37% to 24 instances). 

The data indicates that cyclists and powered two-wheeler users follow almost identically shaped 

paths along the side of the bus when the RH indicator is activated in the static condition. There were 

no instances of ‘Other’ road users (scooters, rickshaws, skateboards) with the RH indicator active. 

The mirrored paths for both cycles and PTW users are noticeably offset with cyclists riding an 

average of nearly 25cm closer to the bus side compared to PTW users.  

All user data indicates that road users tend to increase their separation from the side of the bus as 

they approach the front. This increase in separation is greater in the ‘RH indicator’ condition 

compared to ‘no bus operation’ suggesting that road users do respond to the indicator. This 

represents an additional 12cm passing separation between the conditions. The difference between 

average passing distances for ‘no bus operation’ and ‘RH indicator’ illustrates that the observed road 
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users passed further away from the bus when right hand indicators were activated in the static 

condition. This is the opposite effect to that seen in the baseline condition. However, the static 

condition has identified closer passing behaviour for all groups (see combined analysis); the actual 

passing distances between the static and baseline conditions with the ‘RH indicator’ condition are 

broadly similar suggesting the observed difference between conditions is primarily due to closer 

overall passing in the static condition rather than an artefact of the indicator action. 

Tables 20 and 21 show the average passing distance measurements for cycles and PTWs for no bus 

operation and RH indicator conditions. 

Cycles - RH indicator Vs No operation (all measurements 

in metres) 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

RH Indicator 1.508 1.450 1.325 1.220 

No operation 1.387 1.350 1.297 1.222 

Difference 0.121 0.100 0.028 -0.002 

Table 20: Road user interactions, RH indicator Vs no operation – cycles only, offside, static 

PTW - RH indicator Vs No operation (all measurements in 

metres) 

 
Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

RH Indicator 1.758 1.691 1.566 1.466 

No operation 1.516 1.467 1.401 1.312 

 
0.242 0.224 0.165 0.154 

Table 21: Road user interactions, RH indicator Vs no operation – PTW only, offside, static 
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Figure 23: Average passing distance, RH indicator Vs no operation – cycles and PTW, offside, static 

Although the pattern of behaviour when passing is similar between cycles and PTWs in the ‘RH 

indicator’ condition, the individual groups indicate that PTW users change their behaviour more 

noticeably compared to the ‘no operation’ condition whereas cycle users increase their passing 

separations to a lesser extent, especially around the rear of the bus. 

Another interesting behavioural aspect to investigate is a passing behaviour when the vehicle is 

stopped compared to when it is moving. A bus stops at many points along the route although traffic, 

light controlled junctions and bus stops are the most common. 

A stopped bus differs from a Vulnerable Road User perspective as it: 

• May have lights (brake or indicator) displayed 

• May be off the main carriageway (partially or fully) or may be stopped against the kerb. 

• May offer the potential to pass (either due to speed differential or available space along 

offside of bus) 

Passing distances for a stopped bus are shown in Table 22 and Figure 24. 
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All road users, stopped bus (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users 1.451 1.424 1.370 1.292 

Cycles (n=83) 1.411 1.385 1.32 1.247 

PTW (n=85) 1.514 1.483 1.436 1.354 

Others (n=5) 0.866 0.900 0.900 0.833 

Table 22: Road user interactions, stopped bus – offside, static 

Figure 24 below shows that for stopped bus conditions, the passing distance is broadly comparable 

to that seen in ‘all conditions and operations’ (Figure 20) and ‘no operation’ (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 24: Average passing distance, stopped bus – offside, static 

Nearly half (49%, n=62) of all cycles observed in the static phase passed a bus while it was stopped, 

this is compared to 32% of PTWs. This illustrates an observed difference between the two largest 

two wheeled road users, in that PTWs are more likely and able to pass a bus that is moving rather 

than waiting for a bus to stop. 

Average passing distances for all road users combined tells a mixed picture of passing behaviour in 

the baseline condition. Table 23 shows the data for passing stopped buses and passing moving buses 

(classed as ‘moving’, ‘stopping’ and ‘moving off’). 
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All road users, stopped bus Vs moving bus comparison (All 
measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 
Rear of 
bus 

All users - stopped 1.451 1.424 1.370 1.292 

All users - Moving 1.610 1.548 1.465 1.352 

Table 23: Distances passing stopped and moving buses 

 

 

Figure 25: Average passing distance across measurement grid for all road-users 

The data indicates that during a passing manoeuvre with a moving bus, a road user follows the 

familiar path through the measurements box, starting nearer the side of the bus at the rear before 

moving further away as it continues along the bus side. Within the static condition the separation 

between the average passing distance for moving and stopped is evident (maximum difference is 

16cm, average is 11cm) and broadly consistent along the measurement box. 

This pattern change from the stopped condition is very similar between modes. Figure 26 shows that 

both cycles and PTWs increase their moving bus separation relative to the stopped condition right 

through the measurement box. The only noticeable difference is the flattening of the PTW moving 

separation as they approach the ‘plus 6’ measurement point which is around 7cm lower that the 

cyclist measure (typically this difference is around 3cm for all other measurement points). 
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Figure 26: Average passing distance across measurement grid for all road-users 

4.1.4 Baseline and Static comparison - Offside data 
The overall pattern of behaviour for all road users passing the offside of the bus is shown in Table 24 

and Figure 27. This data covers all vehicle types, over all bus actions (i.e., stopped, moving etc.) and 

for all operations (indicator use, brake lights etc.).  

N.B. although the OSMDLS lights were not activated during the baseline condition the position of the 

light points is shown in the figures to enable better comparison between study phases. 

Baseline Vs Static comparison by road user type, all conditions 

(all measurements in metres) 
 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear of 

bus 

All users - Baseline 1.580 1.517 1.451 1.299 

All users - Static 1.517 1.477 1.411 1.319 

Cycles - Baseline 

(n=177) 1.506 1.453 1.406 1.264 

Cycles - Static (n=103) 1.444 1.410 1.348 1.273 

PTW- Baseline (n=160) 1.67 1.599 1.507 1.335 

PTW - Static (n=156) 1.571 1.526 1.455 1.353 

Others – Baseline 

(n=13) 1.755 1.611 1.544 1.455 

Others – Static (n=7) 1.260 1.260 1.220 1.120 

Table 24: Average passing distances by road user type 
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Figure 27: Average passing distance across measurement grid by road-user 

The most striking finding from the comparison of Baseline and Static conditions is that all road user 

groups pass closer to the bus within the static condition compared to their observed behaviour 

within the baseline condition. 

The difference within modal groups is not huge, however the pattern does persist across all road 

user groups identified, from cycles with an average reduction in passing separation of 4cm, right 

through to ‘other’ road users with an average reduction in passing separation of 38cm. 

For the primary road user types of cycles and PTWs (97% of the data) the average reduction across 

the length of the measurement grid is 4cm (max reduction 8cm at ‘plus 6’, ‘rear of bus’ shows a 

small increase of 1cm). 

Table 25 and Figure 28 show the data for when there is no bus operation. This is the case for when 

the bus is showing no visible signals to other road users through indicators or brake lights except for 

the OSMDLS in the static condition.  

N.B. There may be other operation (for example hand signals by the driver) but this is not identifiable 

in the video trace and is likely to exist in very small numbers if at all. 
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Baseline Vs Static comparison by road user type, no bus 
operation (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 
Rear of 
bus 

All users – Baseline 1.638 1.576 1.488 1.333 

All users – Static 1.462 1.418 1.356 1.270 

Cycles - Baseline (n=37) 1.597 1.556 1.482 1.339 

Cycles - Static (n=40) 1.387 1.350 1.297 1.222 

PTW- Baseline (n=41) 1.653 1.587 1.487 1.312 

PTW - Static (n=83) 1.516 1.467 1.401 1.312 

Others - Baseline(n=3) 1.933 1.666 1.566 1.533 

Others - Static (n=4) 1.100 1.075 1.025 0.900 

Table 25: Average passing distance by road user – baseline v static condition 

 

 

Figure 28: Average passing distance across measurement grid by road-user – baseline vs static 

The data again shows a similar pattern to Figure 27 (above) in that there is an observed difference 

between the passing behaviour within the baseline conditions and the static lights condition. In all 

cases, and for all road user types identified, the baseline passing separation to the bus side is greater 

than the static light conditions. This difference varies between road user types as follows: 
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Average separation 
reduction in static 

condition (cm) compared 
to baseline condition 

All users 13.2 

Cycles 17.9 

PTW 8.5 

Other 64.9 

Table 26: Average separation reductions 

Different road user groups follow similarly shaped paths along the side of the bus and the static 

condition does not appear to have influenced this behaviour. 

Tables 27 and 28 below show the average passing distance measurements for cycles and PTWs for 

no bus operation and RH indicator conditions in baseline and static conditions. 

N.B. there was insufficient ‘other’ road user data across all conditions within this comparison, 

therefore the ‘other’ group has been removed from this analysis 

   
Baseline Vs Static comparison for no bus operation and RH indicator 

operation – cycles only (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

Baseline - no operation 1.597 1.556 1.482 1.339 

Baseline - RH indicator 1.554 1.483 1.429 1.272 

Static - no operation 1.387 1.350 1.297 1.222 

Static - RH indicator 1.508 1.450 1.325 1.220 

Table 27: Cycles - RH indicator vs no operation 

 

Baseline Vs Static comparison for no bus operation and RH indicator 

operation – PTW only (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

Baseline - No operation 1.653 1.587 1.487 1.312 

Baseline - RH indicator 1.558 1.491 1.391 1.183 

Static - No operation 1.516 1.467 1.401 1.312 

Static - RH indicator 1.758 1.691 1.566 1.466 

Table 28: PTW - RH indicator vs no operation 

Figure 29 shows the above results for RH indicator operation. This figure demonstrates a reversal of 

the previous static passing behaviour. In the ‘RH indicator’ condition the overall passing separation 
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increases compared to the baseline data for the same condition. This is especially evident for PTW 

users whose passing separation is observed to increase by an average of 21cm compared to baseline 

data. 

 

Figure 29: Average passing distance across measurement grid by road-user 

This pattern does not follow across all road users with cycles demonstrating very similar behaviour 

within the static and baseline conditions, however, this group does not demonstrate the much larger 

observed reduction in the ‘no operation’ condition. The overall data suggests that static lighting in 

combination with RH indicator use may provide a wider passing separation. 

A bus can stop at many points along the route although traffic, light controlled junctions and bus 

stands are the most common. 

A stopped bus differs from a Vulnerable Road User perspective as it: 

• May have lights (brake or indicator) displayed 

• May be off the main carriageway (partially or fully) or may be stopped against the kerb. 

• May offer the potential to pass (either due to speed differential or available space along 

offside of bus) 

Passing distances for a stopped bus are shown in Table 29 and Figure 30. 
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Baseline Vs Static comparison by road user type, stopped bus (all 
measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 
Rear of 
bus 

All users - Baseline 1.539 1.492 1.445 1.323 

All users - Static 1.451 1.424 1.370 1.292 

Cycles - Baseline 
(n=100) 1.462 1.418 1.379 1.254 

Cycles - Static (n=62) 1.411 1.385 1.320 1.247 

PTW- Baseline (n=47) 1.684 1.631 1.565 1.442 

PTW - Static (n=68) 1.514 1.483 1.436 1.354 

Others - Baseline(n=7) 1.628 1.585 1.557 1.471 

Others - Static (n=3) 0.866 0.900 0.900 0.833 

Table 29: Passing distances for a stopped bus 

Figure 30 shows that for stopped bus conditions the passing distance is broadly comparable to that 

seen in all conditions and operations with exception of ‘other’ road users, however these occur in 

very small numbers in this sample. 

 

Figure 30: Average passing distance across measurement grid by road-user – stopped buses 

Nearly half (49 %, n=62) of all cycles observed in the static phase passed a bus while it was stopped, 

this is compared to 32% of PTWs. This illustrates an observed difference between the two largest 
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two wheeled road users, in that PTWs are more likely and able to pass a bus that is moving rather 

than waiting for a bus to stop. 

Average passing distances for all road users combined tells a mixed picture of passing behaviour in 

the baseline condition. Table 30 below shows the data for passing stopped buses and passing 

moving buses (classed as ‘moving’ ‘stopping’ and ‘moving off’). 

Baseline Vs Static comparison by road user type, stopped bus Vs Moving bus (all 

measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

Cycles - Baseline - stopped 1.462 1.418 1.379 1.254 

Cycles - Baseline - moving 1.600 1.477 1.355 1.166 

PTW - Bassline - stopped 1.684 1.631 1.565 1.442 

PTW - Baseline - moving 1.617 1.517 1.435 1.242 

Cycles - Static - stopped 1.411 1.385 1.320 1.247 

Cycles - Static - moving 1.580 1.513 1.466 1.380 

PTW - Static - stopped 1.391 1.361 1.317 1.249 

PTW - Static - moving 1.514 1.483 1.436 1.354 

Table 30: Passing distances for a stopped vs moving bus in baseline and static conditions 

4.1.5 Summary of findings – Offside 

• Overall cycles were consistently closer to bus side than PTW users. These two groups 

represent the majority of the observed road user types with ‘other’ road users (electric 

scooters, skateboards etc.) showing vary changeable results between the baseline and static 

lighting conditions, however this is likely due to small samples and location specific data (i.e., 

they occur on wider more populous streets such as Piccadilly, Haymarket, Trafalgar Square, 

Strand). 

• Passing behaviour along the offside of the bus in all conditions demonstrates that all road 

users show a widening passing path. This path typically starts closer to the bus side at the 

rear of the bus before increasing separation consistently until the ‘plus 6’ measurement 

point. This behaviour potentially demonstrates an awareness of visibility and vehicles even 

in ‘unlit’ baseline condition where this effect was also present. 

• The two primary road user groups observed (cycles and PTW riders) showed closer passing 

in static (lit with OSMDLS) condition compared to baseline (unlit, without OSMDLS) 

condition. The actual average measures do not demonstrate a huge difference (4cm average 

reduction in static condition across measurement grid) but the effect is observable. 

• Operation of the RH indicator demonstrated very little change in behaviour in the baseline 

condition compared to when the indicator was not activated (actually a bit closer to bus side 

with indicator on). The comparison between baseline RH indicator behaviour (all road users) 

and static RH indicator behaviour (all road users) suggests that the OSMDLS lights may have 

a slight positive impact in conjunction with the use of regulatory direction indicators (i.e. the 

OSMDLS were not flashing in this phase, only the standard fit direction indicators), however 
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we cannot be certain as the sample sizes are small and the effects across road user types is 

mixed. 

• Data indicates that all road user types pass closer to a bus when it is stopped, this still 

follows a similar widening pattern of passing behaviour and, likewise, demonstrates closer 

passing separations for static (lit with OSMDLS) condition compared to baseline (unlit, 

without OSMDLS) conditions. The measurements of passing separation do not vary a huge 

amount between conditions compared to those measured for the different bus manoeuvres, 

suggesting that a moving Vs stopped bus is the primary determinant for passing distance and 

not the effect of OSMDLS lighting. 

4.1.6  Nearside of the bus 
The analysis of the CCTV footage for the nearside of the bus was completed in an identical way to 

the offside of the bus including the use of the measurement grid and measurement technique (see 

3.1.6). Table 3 shows some additional ‘rules’ used for recording nearside passes to ensure that the 

data was reliable, robust and comparable to the offside of the bus.  

Unlike a pass on the offside of the bus a pass on the nearside (kerbside) will tend to be restricted to 

some degree by infrastructure or other ‘fixed’ elements (parked vehicles for example). Depending on 

the positioning of the bus the available space along the nearside varies considerably across route 6 

however in many places a pass can be achieved and observed in the CCTV footage. 

The following examples and associated images indicate the types of road behaviour, positioning and 

infrastructure considerations where a nearside pass was observed. Due to the smaller number of 

nearside passing events a robust spatial or location-based analysis was not possible to produce.  

Overall there were three identifiable and repeated methods used to pass a bus on the nearside. 

These tended to occur in specific conditions, for example in heavy, slow moving or stopped traffic. 

The methods (A, B and C) allowing wider nearside passing are: 

A. When the bus moved out to pass parked or stationary traffic – this manoeuvre may be very 

early (potentially up to 100m prior to the restriction) which allows a lot of road space along 

the nearside of the bus for road users to pass (road user pass shown in dashed yellow) 

 

Figure 31: Vulnerable Road User nearside pass behaviour when bus moves out to pass stopped/parked vehicles 

B. When the bus moves out to pass another stopped at a stand, this may be very early such as 

the example above or after the bus passed an obstruction it may remain in the traffic lane 

rather than pulling back into the bus lane particularly if another bus is stopped ahead. 

Available passing gaps can vary in length from a few bus lengths in heavy traffic to 100m plus 

(road user pass shown in dashed yellow). 
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Figure 32: Vulnerable Road User nearside pass behaviour when bus moves out to pass another bus 

 

C. Through spaces in parked vehicles or junction mouths when bus stopped adjacent. This only 

occurs in very heavy, almost stopped traffic when the oncoming lane is also heavy and 

offside passes are not possible (road user pass shown in dashed yellow). 

  

 Figure 33: Vulnerable Road User nearside pass behaviour across junction mouth/on street parking 

Alongside the general patterns of nearside passing behaviour (above), specific locations were 

identified where nearside passes were observed and roadspace was available (this is route 6 

inbound from Willesden). 

• B413 gyratory near Queens Park Station, especially if bus is slowed by traffic 

• Mandatory cycle lane (wand protected) along B413, Carlton Vale, especially if the bus is 

slowed/stopped by traffic) 

• A5, Edgeware Road, bus cycle lanes, pulling out for parked vehicles and stopped bus in bus 

lane allows nearside passes of bus along cycle lane 

• Adjacent lanes around Marble Arch, particularly between A5, Edgeware Rd and around the 

junction with A40, Oxford St where 5 lanes exist (this was only recorded in line with the 

analysis ‘rules’ methodology, see Table 3) 

• Use of short left turn filters leading into ASLs (for example on the A4204, Park Lane, adjacent 

to The Dorchester Hotel) 

• Approach and route through A4, Piccadilly Circus. Bus typically uses right lane (signed 

Trafalgar Square) which allows passes on nearside of bus (signed Shaftesbury Avenue) due 

to infrastructure in centre of A4, Piccadilly. 
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• Bus positioning in use of the centre lane on A4, Haymarket to access Trafalgar (Cockspur St, 

Pall Mall E) Square allowing passes on nearside of bus N/S for road users turning onto Pall 

Mall East (in line with ‘rules’ in Table 3) 

• A4, Strand Junction with Duncannon St – road space width variation allows passes on 

nearside of bus N/S passed due to restrictions/infrastructure on offside O/S 

• Any use of right lane on A4, Strand opens up N/S passes on nearside of bus due to fixed 

infrastructure on offside 

• Various bus road positions on Aldwych and available road space allows nearside passes. 

For nearside passing behaviour all plots will be shown in plan view with the bus facing from right to 

left as shown in Figure 34 below. This layout replicates the view as seen for all offside analysis. 

 

Figure 34: Format of plots for all nearside passing behaviour 

4.1.6.1 Baseline analysis of passing behaviour 

Data points involving nearside passing manoeuvres were analysed. These were distributed as shown 

in Table 31 below. 

VRU type Freq % 

Cycles 53 74.6 

PTW 16 22.6 

Other 2 2.8 

All users 71 100 

Table 31: Distribution of nearside passing manoeuvres by VRU type 

Not all vehicles passed through the measurement grid, and Table 32 shows only those vehicles 

where complete measurements are available. 
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VRU type Freq % 

Cycles 42 75 

PTW 12 21.4 

Other 2 3.6 

All users 56 100 

Table 32: Distribution of nearside passing – complete measurements 

Unlike the offside of the bus the nearside demonstrates two distinct types of passing behaviour; 

these are when another road user passes the bus while it is stationary or moving (much like the 

offside data) but also when the bus passes another road user in an overtaking manoeuvre. The 

following table shows the proportions of each type of manoeuvre within the baseline sample. 

Other road user passing 
% of 
manoeuvre % of total 

Total 44 - 100 

Cycle 31 70.5 55.3 

PTW 11 25 19.6 

Other 2 4.5 3.6 

Bus passing 
% of 

manoeuvre % of total 

Total 12 - 100 

Cycle 11 91.7 19.76 

PTW 1 8.3 1.8 

Other 0 0 0 

Total all 56 - - 

Table 33: Proportion of manoeuvres in baseline sample 

4.1.7 Patterns of passing behaviour – Baseline 
A distinction should be drawn between the behaviour identified on the nearside of the bus 

compared to the offside of the bus. For the offside condition, cases where a road user was physically 

restricted and therefore unable to freely choose their position were removed from the overall 

analysis. In the nearside condition some form of restriction to free passing distance is almost always 

present in some form, for example a roadway edge, kerb line or parked vehicles. 

The overall pattern of behaviour for all road users passing the nearside of the bus is shown in Table 

34 and Figure 35. This data covers all vehicle types, over all bus actions (i.e. stopped, moving etc.) 

and for all operations (indicator use, brake lights etc.). The data excludes events where the bus 

overtakes another road user (for this data see Section 0). 

N.B. although the OSMDLS lights were not activated during the baseline condition the position of the 

light points is shown in the figures to enable better comparison between study phases  
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All conditions, all actions, all operations (all 
measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 
Rear of 

bus 

All users 1.010 0.990 1.010 1.010 

Just cycles 0.890 0.900 0.920 0.920 

Just PTW 1.470 1.370 1.360 1.400 

Just 'others' 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 

Table 34: Average passing distance by road-user type 

 

 

Figure 35: Average passing distance by road-user type – all road users, baseline condition 

The data indicates that cyclists and other road user modes follow broadly similar average paths 

along the side of the bus in the baseline condition. ‘Other’ road users appear in very small number 

within the N/S baseline dataset which may generate less confidence in the values for this road user 

group. 

Cyclists and PTW users have very distinct paths within this condition. This is different from both the 

baseline and static data for the O/S of the bus where both groups were more closely aligned. The 

greatest difference between cycles and PTWs is nearly 60cm at point ‘plus 6’ (0.89m and 1.47m 

respectively) with the average difference in passing separation being nearly 50cm. 

All user data indicates that road users tend to pass the N/S of the bus on a flat path, this is different 

from the O/S data where wider passing separations were seen as the road user progressed down the 
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side of the bus. However, the effect in the N/S data may be related to the physical space restrictions 

driven by kerbs and road edges etc. It is not possible to determine whether this pattern persists 

further along the bus side as video data was not available of this zone. 

For reference, the data below shows the behaviour of road users who were restricted in their 

passing separation from the offside of the bus. 

All conditions, all actions, all operations – restricted passing 
behaviour (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 
Rear of 
bus 

All users (n=63) 0.950 0.890 0.890 0.820 

Cycles (n=25) 0.740 0.690 0.720 0.680 

PTW (n=34) 1.150 1.060 1.050 0.960 

Others (n=4) 0.560 0.600 0.580 0.530 

Table 35: Passing distance for VRUs restricted in passing separation – offside of bus 

 

Figure 36: Comparison of nearside and offside passing separation (N.B. plot reversed in line with offside analysis) 

The data illustrated in Figure 36 above indicates that road users who are restricted mainly by 

vehicles on the O/S still demonstrate a wider and widening passing path, indicating that the effect 

seen on the N/S may be more related to road infrastructure (i.e. the close kerb position) rather than 

other vehicles. 

Combined data for N/S restricted behaviour and O/S restricted data is shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Average passing distances by road user type – n/s v o/s comparison 

To provide a comparison for the restricted N/S passing behaviour data from the offside of the bus 

was selected to identify restricted passing behaviour on that side. A comparison of this data 

illustrates that road users on the N/S, despite being restricted by infrastructure, create a wider 

passing distance to the bus compared to road users who pass the bus on the O/S when restricted.6 

PTW users appear to allow the largest passing separation along the nearside of the bus with an 

average passing separation of 1.4 metres, this is nearly 50cm greater on average than cycles who are 

the road user with the next largest separation. Road user behaviour along the N/S of the bus is 

complex and the types of passing behaviour seen vary based on available road space, speed 

differentials, road layout and bus manoeuvre type. The larger separations seen for PTWs is likely to 

be a function of these factors as they can exploit gaps which remain ‘open’ for less time, that is, 

when a bus is still moving and the road environment is changing, whereas cyclists may tend to wait 

until a bus is stopped thereby providing only smaller gaps, particularly in busy road environments. 

The difference between average offside restricted passing distance and nearside restricted passing 

distance is shown in Table 36 below. 

 
6 Restriction on the O/S of the bus are varied but are primarily created by a VRU passing between the bus side 
and vehicles in adjacent lanes (both same direction and oncoming). There are a few occasions where 
infrastructure restricts the passing distance on the O/S (mainly pedestrian infrastructure) but these are far less 
frequent and extensive compared to the N/S. 
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Road user type 

increase in average nearside passing 
distance compared to offside 

behaviour (cm) 

All users 12.1 

Cycle 20.1 

PTW 24.7 

Others 33.2 

Table 36: Difference in passing distance – offside v nearside 

As with the offside, a distinction can be made between instances when the bus was moving and 

when the bus was stopped. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 37 and Figure 38. 

All conditions, all actions, all operations – restricted passing 

behaviour bus stopped Vs bus moving comparison (all 

measurements in metres)  

  Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 

Rear of 

bus 

All users – 

moving n=13 1.170 1.110 1.100 1.070 

All users – 

stopped n=30 0.970 0.970 1.010 1.020 

Cycles – moving n=8 0.810 0.790 0.790 0.720 

Cycles – 

stopped n=23 0.920 0.940 0.980 0.980 

PTW – moving n=5 1.740 1.660 1.620 1.640 

PTW – stopped n=5 1.250 1.130 1.150 1.200 

Table 37: Difference in passing distance – offside vs nearside 
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Figure 38: Average passing distance by VRU type – n/s bus stopped vs moving 

PTW users show a 48cm reduction in passing separation when the bus is stopped compared to when 

it is moving. The opposite is seen with cycles where an 18cm average reduction in passing separation 

is seen in the moving bus condition compared to the stopped condition. 

4.1.7.1 Reverse passing behaviour 

Figure 39 shows average passing distance when the bus passes a road user rather than when a road 

user passes the bus. The data is shown for the baseline condition when the bus is operating without 

the OSMDLS activated. As can be seen, the distance is typically over 1.5m. 
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Figure 39: Average passing distance – bus overtaking VRU 

There is a slight reduction in distance from ‘plus 6’ through to ‘rear of bus’ which suggests the bus is 

moving over to left before the overtake is fully complete. However, at no point is the measurement 

less than 1.5m on average suggesting compliance with the current advice for overtaking Vulnerable 

Road Users. 

The average speed for an overtaking manoeuvre is 15.6mph. 

4.1.7.2 Static analysis of passing behaviour – nearside 

The following section covers an analysis of the static OSMDLS condition. The static condition 

describes the data collected when the bus was displaying OSMDLS side lights. This condition 

projected light onto the ground surface in the way the technology describes (see 2.1.1). The lights 

were ‘static’ and produced a steady light when the bus was powered insofar that the lights did not 

flash or produce other light patterns when they were activated. 

Passing behaviour in the static condition (lit with OSMDLS) was examined. Not all vehicles passed 

through the measurement grid, and therefore Table 38 shows only those vehicles where complete 

measurements are available. 
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Road user type Freq % % of total group 

Cycles 73 74.5 98.6 

PTW 24 24.5 96 

Other 1 1.0 100 

All users 98 100 
 

Table 38: Distribution of VRU type in nearside passing manoeuvres 

Unlike the results for the offside of the bus, the nearside measurements demonstrate two distinct 

types of passing behaviour; these are (1) when another road user passes the bus while it is 

stationary or moving (much like the offside data) and (2) when the bus passes another road user in 

an overtaking manoeuvre. The following table (Table 39) shows the proportions of each type of 

manoeuvre within the baseline sample. 

 

Other road user passing 

% of 

manoeuvre % of total 

Total 86 ? ? 

Cycle 61 70.9 62.2 

PTW 24 27.9 24.5 

other 1 1.2 1.1 

Bus passing 
  

Total 12 ? ? 

Cycle 12 100 12.2 

PTW 0 0 0 

other 0 0 0 

    
Total all 98 ? ? 

Table 39: Proportions of road-user manoeuvres – baseline sample 

4.1.8 Patterns of passing behaviour – Static Condition 
The overall pattern of behaviour for all road users passing the nearside of the bus within the static 

condition is shown in Table 40 and Figure 40. This data covers all vehicle types, over all bus actions 

(i.e. stopped, moving etc.) and for all operations (indicator use, brake lights etc.). The data excludes 

events where the bus overtakes another road user. 

N.B. The OSMDLS lights were activated during the static condition and the position of the light points 

is shown in the figures to enable comparison between study phases. 

Table 40 below shows the average passing distances by road user type. 
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All actions, all operations – static condition, nearside (all 

measurements in metres)  

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users 1.250 1.230 1.220 1.140 

Cycles (n=61) 1.280 1.250 1.240 1.180 

PTW (n=24) 1.210 1.20 1.190 1.080 

Table 40: Average passing distance by road-user type, nearside static condition 

 

 

Figure 40: Average passing distances by road user type, nearside static condition 

The data indicates that cycles and PTW modes follow very similar average paths along the side of the 

bus in the static condition. There is insufficient data for ‘other’ road users to include in this condition 

analysis.  

The data for the nearside static condition is similar to the baseline and static condition data for the 

O/S of the bus where both groups were closely aligned. The average difference between cyclists and 

PTWs is less than 10cm across the length of the measurement grid (varying between 5cm and 9cm). 

All user data indicates that road users tend to pass the N/S of the bus on a flatter path, this is 

different from the O/S data where wider passing separations were seen as the road user progressed 

down the side of the bus, however the effect in the N/S data may be related to the physical space 

restrictions driven by kerbs and road edges etc. It is not possible to determine whether this pattern 

persists further along the bus side as video data was not available of this zone. 

For ease of reference, the data below (Table 41) shows the behaviour of road users who were 

restricted in their passing separation from the offside of the bus during the static condition. 
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All actions, all operations – static condition, offside (all 

measurements in metres)  

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users (n=56) 0.860 0.830 0.800 0.760 

Cycles (n=28) 0.850 0.830 0.800 0.750 

PTW (n=26) 0.900 0.870 0.840 0.820 

Others (n=2) 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 

Table 41: Passing distance by users restricted – o/s of bus 

 

Figure 41: comparison of nearside and offside passing separation (N.B. plot reversed in line with offside analysis) 

The data illustrated in Figure 41 indicates that road users who are restricted mainly by vehicles on 

the O/S demonstrate a slightly widening passing path, indicating that the effect seen on the N/S may 

be more related to infrastructure rather than other vehicles. 

Combined data for N/S restricted behaviour and O/S restricted data is shown in Figure 42. This data 

illustrates that road users on the N/S, despite being restricted by infrastructure, create a wider 

passing distance to the bus compared to road users who pass the bus on the O/S through 

restrictions. 
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Figure 42: Average passing distance by road-user type – o/s vs n/s comparison  

Within the static condition cycles appear to allow the largest passing separation along the nearside 

of the bus with an average passing separation of 1.23 metres, although the difference between 

cycles and PTW users is much less apparent within the static phase at an average of 6cm. 

The difference between average offside restricted passing distance and nearside restricted passing 

distance is shown in Table 42 below: 

Road user type 

increase in average passing distance 

compared to offside behaviour (cm) 

All users 39.9 

Cycle 43 

PTW 31.6 

Table 42: Difference in average passing distance – nearside with restrictions 

4.1.8.1 Stopped and moving passing separation 

As with the offside condition, a distinction can be made between instances when the bus was 

moving and when the bus was stopped. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 43 and Figure 

43. 
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Separation distance by bus manoeuvre and road user type (all 
measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users - moving 1.350 1.310 1.300 1.240 

All users - stopped 1.220 1.200 1.180 1.110 

Cycles - moving 1.430 1.390 1.350 1.250 

Cycles - stopped 1.230 1.200 1.190 1.150 

PTW - moving 1.250 1.230 1.280 1.320 

PTW - stopped 1.190 1.190 1.160 1.010 

Table 43: Separation distances according to bus manoeuvres - nearside  

 

Figure 43: Separation distances according to bus manoeuvres - nearside  

All road users show an increase in passing separation in the moving condition compared to the 

stopped condition. PTW users show a 13cm increase in passing separation when the bus is moving 

compared to when it is stopped with a similar effect seen for cycle users (16cm average increase in 

passing separation compared to the moving condition). 

4.1.8.2 Reverse passing behaviour 

This analysis looks at instances when the bus passes a road user rather than when a road user passes 

the bus in the static condition (lit with OSMDLS).  
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Figure 44: Average passing distance when bus overtakes VRU – static condition 

The reduction of distance from ‘plus 6’ through to ‘rear of bus’ suggest the bus is moving over to left 

before the overtake is fully complete. No measure is less than 1.5m on average suggesting 

compliance with the current advice for overtaking Vulnerable Road Users. 

The average speed for an overtaking manoeuvre is 15.9mph. 

4.1.9 Baseline to static comparison – Nearside data 
The overall pattern of behaviour for all road users passing the nearside of the bus is shown in Table 

44 and Figure 45. This data covers all vehicle types, over all bus actions (i.e. stopped, moving etc.) 

and for all operations (indicator use, brake lights etc.). 

N.B. although the OSMDLS lights were not activated during the baseline condition the position of the 

light points is shown in the figures to enable better comparison between study phases. 

Table 44 below shows the average passing distances by road user type. 
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Passing distance by road user, Baseline Vs Static condition, Nearside 
(all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users - Baseline 1.010 0.990 1.010 1.010 

All users - Static 1.252 1.227 1.216 1.140 

Cycles - Baseline 0.890 0.900 0.930 0.920 

Cycles - Static 1.280 1.250 1.240 1.180 

PTW - Baseline 1.470 1.370 1.360 1.400 

PTW - Static 1.210 1.200 1.190 1.080 

Table 44: Average passing distance by road-user type – comparison of static and baseline (N.B. ‘other’ road users not 
included in the nearside analysis due to very small overall numbers). 

 

 

Figure 45: Average passing distance by road-user type – comparison of static and baseline 

The data indicates that wider passing separations are associated with the static condition. This is not 

the case for all road user groups, however ‘all user’ and ‘cyclists’ data shows a noticeable increase in 

passing separations compared to baseline. PTW users demonstrate the opposite effect with much 

greater passing distances within the baseline condition, however their static passing separations 

despite being reduced compared to baseline, are very close to the cyclist group which did increase 

separations. This suggests that the PTW passing distances seen in the baseline condition were 

perhaps greater than what would have been expected and is possibly related to the small sample 

size for nearside PTW passing distances (n=11). 
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A comparison of behaviour for all road users passing the nearside of a stopped bus is shown in Table 

45 and Figure 46. 

Passing distance by road user, Baseline Vs Static condition, Bus 

stopped, Nearside (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users - Baseline 0.980 0.980 1.010 1.020 

All users - Static 1.220 1.200 1.180 1.110 

Cycles - Baseline 0.920 0.940 0.980 0.980 

Cycles - Static 1.230 1.200 1.190 1.150 

PTW - Baseline 1.250 1.130 1.150 1.200 

PTW - Static 1.190 1.190 1.160 1.010 

     

Table 45: Comparison of separation distance in baseline and static conditions – bus stopped 

 

Figure 46: Average passing distance baseline vs static, bus stopped  

For stopped bus conditions the combined static passing distances show an increase. This combined 

figure (‘all users’) is driven mainly by cycle users who increase their passing separation by just over 

20cm compared with baseline conditions. The picture for PTW users is more varied with different 

separation changes across the measurement grid. PTW users demonstrate an average reduction in 

static passing separation although this is less than 5cm. 

A comparison of behaviour for all road users passing the nearside of a moving bus is shown in Table 

46 and Figure 47. 
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Passing distance by road user, Baseline Vs Static condition, Bus 

moving, Nearside (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users - Baseline 1.170 1.110 1.100 1.070 

All users - Static 1.350 1.310 1.300 1.240 

Cycles - Baseline 0.810 0.790 0.790 0.730 

Cycles – Static 1.430 1.390 1.350 1.250 

PTW – Baseline 1.740 1.660 1.620 1.640 

PTW – Static 1.250 1.230 1.280 1.320 

     

Table 46: Separation distances for nearside passing – baseline vs static, moving bus 

 

Figure 47: Average passing distances by road-user, baseline vs static when bus moving  

The data illustrates a clearer increase in nearside passing separation between baseline and static in 

the moving bus condition compared to that seen with stopped bus data, especially within the cycles 

group which demonstrated a 58cm increase in average passing distance compared to baseline. The 

picture was the opposite for PTW users which demonstrated a 38cm reduction in static light passing 

distance, however this is likely an effect of the very small sample size for this group (n=5, baseline 

and n=6, static). 

Compared to the offside data large differences are identified between the baseline and static 

conditions for nearside passing. There are a number or reasons why this may occur, and some are 

stronger drivers than others, but all are likely to be more closely linked to the specifics of the road 
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environment than they are to the OSMDLS system. For example, as shown in Figure 31 to Figure 33,

 
the space available and the circumstances around this space being made available are likely to 

dictate the path a road user takes alongside the bus, this effect is likely to also be impacted by the 

smaller sample size in nearside passing which could provide a skewed view of the behaviour linked 

to the OSMDLS system. 

The data indicates that a nearside pass is more frequent in the static condition (n=98) compared to 

the baseline condition (n=71) however the proportion of those road users who pass in very close 

proximity to the bus side remains relatively stable (81% of road users within 2m of bus side in the 

static condition compared to 79% in the baseline condition). Due to the smaller nearside sample size 

it is not possible to determine whether this change in behaviour is linked to the OSMDLS system as 

the nature of each event differs substantially compared to the offside data. 

The combined baseline and static separation data for instances where the bus passed another road 

user is shown in Table 47 and Figure 48. 

All road users, baseline Vs Static condition, Nearside passing 

separations (all measurements in metres) 

 Plus 6 Plus 4 Plus 2 Rear of bus 

All users - Baseline 1.680 1.620 1.640 1.570 

All users - Static 1.660 1.560 1.570 1.550 

     

Table 47: Separation distances for nearside passing – baseline vs static 
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Figure 48: Average distance to other road-user, bus overtaking, static v baseline 

The data for bus overtaking shows that average separations across all measurement points are over 

1.5m. Both conditions, Baseline and Static show a similar, albeit small reduction in passing distance 

from ‘plus 6’ through to ‘rear of bus’ suggesting that the bus is moving over to left before the 

overtake is fully complete. No measure is less than 1.5 on average suggesting compliance with the 

current advice for overtaking Vulnerable Road Users. 

The data also shows a slight reduction in passing separation for the static condition compared to the 

baseline condition although this difference is small with an average reduction of less than 5cm. 

4.1.10 Summary of findings – Nearside 

• In general, for all conditions, the passing separations on the nearside are naturally smaller 

than the average offside measures due to the effect of restrictions. The real differences are 

demonstrated between user types with cycles passing much closer to the bus side and PTW 

users noticeably wider (average of 90cm passing separation Vs 1.4m passing separation 

respectively). Like the offside, it is possible that PTW riders can exploit the potential for 

greater speed differentials between the bus and themselves and can therefore seek better 

opportunities while the bus is moving. Conversely cycles may only be presented with a 

passing opportunity when the bus is stopped or very slowly moving where it could 

potentially be close to a restriction. 

• The pattern of passing behaviour on the nearside is very different from offside data where a 

restriction is also present. The nearside demonstrates a much flatter passing path compared 

to the offside and in addition a wider passing separation from the bus side (typically 1m 

plus) compared to the offside restricted data which is typically less than 1m separation. For 

each road user type their respective passing paths on the O/S are closer to the bus side than 

their respective trace on the N/S potentially indicating that road users are aware of the 

greater risk and look for better opportunities to pass the bus on the nearside. In terms of 

numbers, 98 road users passed the nearside of the bus under OSMDLS conditions compared 

to 71 in the baseline (unlit, without OSMDLS) condition which is an increase of 38% despite 
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the additional lighting. Within this increase it is possible to determine those road users who 

entered the measurement box compared to those who did not, this shows that, despite the 

increase in numbers the percentage of road users who entered the higher risk area was 

almost identical between conditions (79% inside measurement box in baseline compared to 

81% in the static condition)All road users show an increase in separation when passing a 

moving bus compared to passing a bus when it has stopped, this is potentially due to two 

effects, 1) that a moving bus represent an obviously higher risk passing manoeuvre in terms 

of the buses potential for direction change and 2) when a bus has stopped the available gap 

to pass naturally closes up, particularly in heavy traffic where other vehicles and 

infrastructure combine to ‘fill in’ most of the available passing area. 

• Compared to the offside data the static condition for the nearside shows a noticeable 

increase in passing separation compared to baseline. Passing separations increased by 20cm 

for all road users combined however the picture was mixed for individual road user types as 

passing separation for PTWs actually reduced in the static condition (this reduction served 

only to bring PTWs in line with the other static road user separations as the measures 

recorded in baseline were considerably larger than that seen for other road user groups. 

• Data for buses passing road users rather than a road user passing a bus demonstrates 

positive driver behaviour. Average passing separations on the nearside to a Vulnerable Road 

User being overtaken suggest stable and repeatable distances of 1.5m to the centre line of 

the VRU with very little variance from this measurement. 

4.1.11 Flashing condition 
The analysis of the flashing condition is considered separately from the baseline and static 

conditions above as the condition is not comparable with the two other conditions. 

The flashing condition only occurs when the indicators are activated and as such the amount of data 

available through a single CCTV trace is reduced compared to other conditions where a road user 

could be adjacent to the bus at any time. The data collection period was increased from 10 hours as 

used in baseline and static condition to 20 hours with the bus numbers and route remaining the 

same. In total 160 hours of video footage was available for the flashing phase analysis. 

Analysis for the flashing conditions on the nearside of the bus was not completed in this study as the 

instances of a bus indicating left while a road user passed along the side of the bus was observed 

very infrequently within the route 6 sample (see 3.1.3 for more details). In both the static and 

baseline conditions (160 hours of CCTV footage) this manoeuvre was only recorded on two separate 

occasions which would make any meaningful conclusions impossible. It is possible that the route 

type and junction specifics which allow this risky manoeuvre type are not present within route 6, 

however a detailed analysis of the route conducted to support the data collection indicated that it is 

broadly typical of a radial bus route within the London road scene. 

CCTV data was processed to identify only occasions where the right hand indicator was active. This 

ensured that the data was consistent for all three conditions. The CCTV has an overlay of bus data 

which displays a subset of safety critical bus operation onto the CCTV viewing pane, this process 

allowed just these occasions to be isolated. 

Table 48 shows the make up of the three offside conditions used in this analysis. 

RH indicator operation 

 
Freq % 
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Baseline 53 33.76 

Static 41 26.11 

Flashing 63 40.13 

Total 157 
 

Table 48: Frequency of identified events for the flashing analysis 

Despite the additional CCTV data, the data collection process for the flashing phase only provided an 

18% increase in available data points suggesting that the incidence of a Vulnerable Road User 

passing the bus while it is indicating is relatively rare. In terms of a time rate this is one event every 

39 minutes of recorded CCTV for the flashing phase. 

Figure 49 shows the proportions of different road users as they appear within the different 

conditions. 

 

Figure 49: Proportion of road users identified for the flashing analysis 

Although Figure 49 does not necessarily show the effect of each condition in fine detail it is useful to 

illustrate that road user behaviour may be changed beyond the point which could be seen from the 

CCTV footage. In this case, for example, it may be possible that cycles waited further behind the bus 

when it was displaying flashing lights and were not visible to be counted in the analysis, hence the 

drop off of numbers seen. 

Table 49 shows the data for Figure 50. 

 
Freq 

% total all 

conditions % within condition 

Baseline 
Cycle 31 19.75 58.49 

PTW 20 12.74 37.74 
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Other 2 1.27 3.77 

 

Static 

Cycle 18 11.46 43.90 

PTW 23 14.65 56.10 

Other 0 0.00 0.00 

 

Flashing 

Cycle 23 14.65 36.51 

PTW 37 23.57 58.73 

Other 3 1.91 4.76 

Table 49: Proportion of each road user group identified for the flashing analysis 

The data collected does allow an assessment of these road users who entered the measurement box 

(See Figure 12) and those who stayed outside of this box. Due to small numbers, it was necessary to 

group those who waited behind the bus with those who passed outside of the measurement box 

although it is accepted that the risk between these manoeuvres may vary. Overall sample sizes 

remain small for the analysis of the flashing condition as the manoeuvre is generally quite rare, this 

could potentially make robust conclusions problematic especially for individual road user types. 

 

Figure 50: Proportion of road users who entered the measurement box by condition 

Figure 50 indicates that the proportion of all road users (combination of cycles, PTWs and ‘others’) 

who entered the measurement box when the RH indictor was activated reduced across all 

conditions from 75% in the baseline (unlit) condition to 65% in the flashing condition. Not entering 

the measurement box is not a guarantee that the road user waited behind the bus as a wider pass 

(i.e. greater than the 2m measurement box width) was also classed as not entering the 
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measurement box, however as this classification was applied for all conditions the effect is 

consistent. Many factors could affect individual passing separations however the consistency of the 

results here suggest that the OSMDLS may have a small effect on road user proximity when the RH 

indicator is activated. 

Breaking Figure 50 down by road user type provides some more insight into each road user 

behaviour when the RH indicator is activated. For this analysis ‘other’ road user type was removed 

due to small sample size. Table 50 shows the breakdown by road user and condition. 

 
 

Frequency % road user 
type/condition 

Baseline Cycles inside measurement box 27 87.10 

Cycles outside measurement box 4 12.90 

PTW inside measurement box 12 60.00 

PTW outside measurement box 8 40.00 

Static Cycles inside measurement box 13 72.22 

Cycles outside measurement box 4 22.22 

PTW inside measurement box 15 65.22 

PTW outside measurement box 8 34.78 

Flashing Cycles inside measurement box 19 82.61 

Cycles outside measurement box 4 17.39 

PTW inside measurement box 21 56.76 

PTW outside measurement box 16 43.24 
Table 50: Road user behaviour around measurement box by condition and road user type 

Table 50 indicates that the overall trend towards passing outside of the measurement box from 

baseline to flashing condition is driven by both cycles and PTW users who both show a similar 

reduction between conditions. 

Figure 51 shows an alternative view of the data presented above, this time with the proportion of 

road users who remain outside the measurement box plotted against condition. 
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Figure 51: Proportion of road users who remain outside of measurement box 

Figure 51 indicates the trend towards remaining outside of the measurement box through the 

progression of the conditions, particularly comparing baseline to flashing phases. The figure shows 

the proportion of each road user type who were identified in the CCTV footage but did not pass 

within the measurement grid, either passing wider or waiting behind the bus. The static (lit with 

OSMDLS) condition provides a counterpoint to the overall trend as PTWs demonstrate the lowest 

proportion passing wide or waiting (35% outside of the measurement box), whereas cycles show 

their best performance (22% outside of the measurement box), even compared to that of the 

flashing phase (17% outside of the measurement box). 

Not all road users passed the bus while it was indicating, outside of the measurement box, in many 

instances, as shown in Table 50, an event was recorded where the road user continued along the 

offside of the bus and within the measurement box while it was indicating right. The following 

figures illustrate the passing measurements for the road users who appeared within the 

measurement box. 
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Figure 52: Pattern of passing behaviour for all road users as they pass a bus with RH indicator activated 

Figure 52 demonstrates that for all road users the effect of the flashing phase was localised and 

relatively small. A small change to wider separations at the rear of the bus (14cm wider separation) 

was not reflected as the road user continued along the offside and actually shows a reduction in 

separation 6 metres from the rear of the bus (5cm closer to the bus side in flashing condition 

compared to baseline and static data). 

Figures 53 and 54 break the data down by road user type. 

N.B. There was insufficient data for ‘other’ road user types, only cycles and PTW data was available. 
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Figure 53: Pattern of passing behaviour for cycles as they pass a bus with RH indicator activated 

Data for cycles only indicates a similar pattern to all users however the flashing phase data indicates 

that sustained reduction in separation was identified from ‘plus 4’ through to ‘plus 6’ measurements 

(5cm and 10cm reductions respectively) and only a small gain in separation was identified at the rear 

of the bus. 

 

Figure 54: Pattern of passing behaviour for PTW as they pass a bus with RH indicator activated 

PTWs were the only road user group to demonstrate consistently greater passing separations during 

the flashing phase however the average effect was small. Across half of the measurement grid (rear 

of bus and plus 2) the separations were more distinct (21cm and 10cm respectively) however this 

erodes over the latter two measurement points to show only minimal effects (2cm average increase 
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in separation). This variation in the passing separation, particularly around the rear of the bus may 

be caused by a combinations of effects, although it is likely to be driven primarily by the context of 

the overtaking manoeuvre (for example, available space, other vehicle movement, relative speeds 

etc.) rather than an effect of the OSMDLS in isolation. The flatter and more consistent passing path 

for PTW users in the flashing phase does potentially indicate an awareness of the bus through the 

additional OSMDLS lighting. 

4.1.12 Summary of findings 
The proportion of all road users (combination of cycles, PTWs and ‘others’) who entered the 

measurement box when the RH indictor was activated reduced across all conditions from 75% in the 

baseline (unlit) condition to 65% in the flashing condition. Not entering the measurement box is not 

a guarantee that the road user waited behind the bus as a wider pass (i.e. greater than the 2m 

measurement box width) was also classed as not entering the measurement box, however as this 

classification was applied for all conditions the effect is consistent. Many factors could affect 

individual passing separations however the consistency of the results here suggest that the OSMDLS 

may have a small effect on road user proximity when the RH indicator is activated. 

Analysis for the flashing conditions on the nearside of the bus was not completed in this study as the 

instances of a bus indicating left while a road user passed along the side of the bus is very rare.  

4.2 Task 2: Focus group with bus drivers and interviews with managers and other 

stakeholders 

4.2.1 Bus Drivers 
As noted above, it was possible to hold only one focus group with bus drivers. Therefore, it should 

be borne in mind that the opinions discussed relate to just five participating drivers, a small 

proportion (8.6%) of the 58 individuals on the rota line for the number 6 route . The participants 

were generally experienced drivers; one had been driving for 14 years, another for 19 years, and 

another for 22 years, all with the same company. The focus group took place during the Covid-19 

pandemic and indeed one of the lockdown periods. The participants noted that the pandemic was 

making their job easier due to there being less traffic on the roads and fewer passengers around. In 

addition, certain changes to the roads including a greater number of bus lanes were making their job 

simpler and they were unsure about what the situation would be once the lockdown was over.  

When asked about their prior knowledge regarding the OSMDLS, the participating drivers claimed 

that they had simply been told by their employer that the lights are experimental and being tried out 

on one route, much the same as they had been told by the researcher. As noted above in the 

Method section (2.2.1.1), some information had been provided by the bus company, of which the 

participating drivers may not have taken advantage. The drivers called them side lights, and some 

had only recently become aware of their official name. One driver said “ … they’re some kind of new 

lights gives it more visibility when we are driving in the dark”. Another driver said “ … I’ve always 

seen them as just an extra set of running lights for night-time or night drivers … I mean they are good 

in the sense that they make your bus more prominent … to passengers and when you’re coming up to 

bus stops and things like that.” 

There was confusion over the two different operating states of the lights – participants knew that at 

times the lights were flashing and at other times were static but had not been informed about the 

two different stages of the research. Neither had they independently noticed that there had been 

differing stages of lights as part of the research. However, the drivers noted finding the lights useful: 

“I was speaking to night drivers and they find it very useful. And we find it actually very useful as 

James
Sticky Note
This equates to a 10 percentage point reduction in road users nearing the RH side of the bus in the FLASHING conditions, as opposed to the BASELINE condition. This would appear to be founded on 'additional conspicuity' from the flashing footprint from the OSMDLS and the natural behaviour, reaction or vigilance from some of the other road users.

James
Sticky Note
This paragraph of confusion down to the start of the Italic text, is down to the wrong information being given on the Figure 11 poster as mentioned in the comments on page 19: 3.2.1.1 and shown on page 20. There is actually THREE different operating states to the OSMDLS and not two as stated.
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well. Because when we first start in the morning … they are on”. There was general agreement with 

this statement.  

There was broad acceptance of the OSMDLS amongst the participating drivers with some very 

positive comments. The participants saw the potential benefit of the lights in the early morning for 

mandatory bus checks and walkaround as an extra bonus, and not necessarily a key reason for 

having the lights. The lights were also easy to assimilate, with one driver commenting “I think having 

used them now for a couple of months it’s a case of it’s accepted that they’re there … and it’s part 

and parcel of your bus.” None of the drivers had any incidents or near misses when they had the 

lights operational on the bus and none of the drivers had experienced passengers asking them about 

the lights. As a result, any comments made by drivers about passengers’ opinions must be 

considered to be an assumption rather than being based on evidence. 

The participants discussed various advantages of the lights; they suggested that the system made 

driving the bus easier: “It makes life easier definitely, it makes life easy.” All of the participants 

agreed with this sentiment. They also expressed the opinion that the lights would be especially 

useful for Central London routes where there is a large number of passengers and pedestrians. 

Indeed, the participating drivers noted that once the traffic returns to usual levels (after the 

pandemic and lockdowns) they thought “… they’re going to be very good because when … going 

down very very busy routes … the more visible you can make yourself then the better.” 

When asked whether the lights had affected their driving in any way, there was general agreement 

that the lights offer better visibility when traversing narrow roads, helping the drivers to see the 

gaps between parked cars and the bus. As noted, the lights offer “… more visibility and more chance 

to avoid those accidents, minor accidents and you could say even injuries to cyclists. Because if lights 

are there you can see cyclists”. This was thought to be of particular importance when cyclists at night 

do not have lights on their bike: “It just lights them up”. The same was also true for “vulnerable 

people in the road”. Additionally, the point was made that the lights allow cyclists and pedestrians to 

more easily see the bus. It should be noted here that the buses which were involved in the trial did 

not have Camera Monitor Systems (CMS) fitted (a digital wing mirror device which makes use of 

high-definition digital cameras and automatically adjusts for different lighting conditions, such as 

glare and headlights).  

Furthermore, there was a discussion showing general agreement amongst the drivers that the lights 

would be particularly helpful in the dark and therefore for night shift drivers and those driving very 

early in the morning. As one driver commented: “they have visibility to see what is going on at the 

side, around the sides”. It could be argued that this would be less of an issue if the buses had CMS 

fitted. 

One key disadvantage of the lights which was identified by a participant was that they believed that 

they are too wide and stick out from the side of the bus. The lights have been measured and are 

40mm wide from the side of the bus; this is wider than the standard fitted lights. This had caused 

problems for this participant (and two others who were in agreement) with barriers particularly 

around roadworks (a common event in London). It is recognised that the nature of the design of the 

downlight requires it to protrude from the outside of the vehicle, but it was suggested that the lights 

could be smaller and similar to reflectors:  

“Participant: So if the light size was a bit smaller it will be helpful.”  

In a discussion of the static lights as compared to when they are flashing, the point was made that 

drivers would not necessarily be aware of their current state. This was due to them usually only 
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making a cursory glance in the mirror “when … pulling out and a cursory glance the other way if … 

indicating the other way … personally I don’t stay on the mirror long enough to actually determine if 

those lights are flashing or not.” When asked whether there would be a difference in the safety or 

the ease of driving the bus when comparing the static and flashing lights, there was general 

agreement that the flashing condition is preferable: “flashing will be better because the bus is more 

visible.” On the other hand, the flashing lights could be a distraction for both bus drivers (“flashing in 

the mirror out of the corner of your eye”) and other road users. This was reinforced by the comment 

that “it would be like having your hazards on all the time”. This therefore suggests that the lights 

might ensure that other road users pay more attention to the bus, but that it could be a distraction 

to the driver which could result in a different safety issue.   

4.2.2 Stakeholder Interviews  
 
As noted above, one-to-one remote interviews were held with seven stakeholders (two bus operator 

managers, a garage manager, a police officer, a claims manager, a haulage truck owner/driver and a 

coach workshop manager) and all had positive views about the OSMDLS, with assertions that they 

were likely to have a constructive effect on safety in regard to buses. They intimated that both 

conditions (static and flashing) were able to draw attention to the bus, with a particular emphasis on 

the lights pointing downwards and providing extra illumination at the side of a vehicle. It was noted 

that this provided a “halo” or a “ring of light” (as described by the participants) which is always 

visible and lights a vehicle up, defining the area around it.  

Six of the seven interviewees believed that the reason for the presence of the lights was clear, that 

is, alerting pedestrians and other VRUs (Vulnerable Road Users) and motorists that they should be 

aware of the zone around the vehicle. This makes it more obvious to people as to where they should 

position themselves in relation to a large vehicle. It was also generally thought that the driver would 

be more alert to individuals within the danger zone with the lights in operation. One participant 

suggested that it is not necessarily obvious what the lights are intended to achieve but conceded 

that they would likely alert people to the fact that there might be a reason for their presence even if 

they are not sure what that is, thereby providing more awareness of the bus.  

There was a suggestion from one of the interviewees that the presence of the lights might increase 

the dimensions of the bus to make it seem bigger. This, it was thought, could be a catalyst for 

behaviour change around the bus. Furthermore, the safety officer who was interviewed noted that 

visual behaviour change is one of the aims for improving safety; they believed that the lights could 

be a contributor to that. 

In addition, two of the interviewees thought the lights might reinforce the fact that larger vehicles, 

particularly buses, require different clearance around them from other vehicles. Since incidents 

might be caused by a lack of understanding of how a large vehicle moves and what it does when it 

manoeuvres, this is very valuable. This is particularly of concern when the bus is turning left; it was 

suggested that the indicators may be hard to see so that road users are unaware of an imminent 

turn and come up on the inside, thereby creating opportunities for incidents.  

In terms of wider safety, two of the interviewees talked about the lights as relevant in connection 

with London’s Vision Zero, the Mayor’s Transport Strategy that sets out the goal that, by 2041, all 

deaths and serious injuries will be eliminated from the transport network. The representative from 

haulage also discussed the lights in terms of FORS (Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme), a voluntary 

accreditation scheme for fleet operators which aims to raise the level of quality within fleet 

operations in terms of safety, efficiency and environmental protection. 
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4.2.2.1 Safer driving for bus drivers 

The interviewees were all agreed that the lights could lead to safer driving for bus (and other large 

vehicle) drivers. This was mainly due to the lights illuminating the side of the bus to help drivers to 

have a clearer view of the side of the bus and any VRUs that might be there. That is, to help bus 

drivers see more clearly rather than to influence other road user behaviour; once again it could be 

argued that this would be less of an issue if the buses had CMS fitted. It was thought to be especially 

helpful with regard to cyclists and e-scooter riders that do not have their own lights. The situation 

regarding e-scooters as a new kind of VRU was raised independently by six of the seven 

interviewees. It is noteworthy that any e-scooters in evidence during the study were being illegally 

ridden; the trial of e-scooters (with inbuilt lights) being organised by TfL had not yet begun. It was 

thought that no matter what noise is around them, or where they are looking, cyclists will see the 

lights.  

In addition to the benefits felt directly by drivers, it was agreed by all seven interviewees that the 

lights will draw attention to the bus in terms of other road users, thereby helping with greater safety 

for the drivers. In terms of bus drivers, it was suggested that it would be of support, for example, 

when intoxicated passengers are boarding or attempting to board the bus it was thought the lights 

might rouse them.  

One interviewee believed that the OSMDLS will help drivers to be more aware of the dimensions of 

the bus thereby slowing them down and ensuring they take care when negotiating various parts of 

the road. Another interviewee had observed drivers interacting with the lights and believed they 

were curious about them.  

4.2.2.2 Visibility of the OSMDLS 

There was general agreement that the lights are at a suitable level of brightness and not so 

conspicuous as to dazzle or irritate people, both bus drivers and other road users. This was the view 

of those interviewees who had practical experience of the lights; the one interviewee who had not 

seen the lights in operation felt they might need to be brighter.  

The lights were thought by all seven interviewees to be easier to see and indeed more noticeable in 

the flashing condition than in the static condition. Notably, one participant had observed 

pedestrians specifically looking at the lights on their vehicle when they were flashing, particularly 

when passing through Central London. It was suggested that flashing lights are generally thought to 

be understood as a warning, so this condition with the OSMDLS can serve in that way for the buses. 

Notably, however, one interviewee had mistakenly thought there was a fault with the lights when 

they began to flash.  

4.2.2.3 Safety Solutions and Benefits 

The safety solutions and benefits which were discussed by the interviewees were as follows: 

• Useful for training bus drivers at night 

• Flashing lights generally cause caution and wariness; the flashing condition is of relevance 

here 

• The lights may be beneficial to cyclists who are not motorists and therefore do not 

understand the meaning of the lines in the road 

• Good for inexperienced child cyclists  

• Since the lights operate once the indicators are employed, the flashing condition could act as 

an additional alert to passengers who try to get on the bus when it is about to move or 

already moving 

James
Sticky Note
This may have been due to the wrong information being given out about the OSMDLS system, as mentioned earlier in 3.2.1.1.
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• Adds to the number of indicators on the bus (a long vehicle)  

• Are visible in the driver’s peripheral vision 

• Other vehicles (in addition to VRUs) can see the bus 

• Makes road users aware of the size of the vehicle which could help to avoid incidents 

• Beneficial in activity around the bus alerting children to which areas around the bus are 

dangerous  

4.2.2.4 Non-safety benefits 

The perceived benefits of the OSMDLS were essentially related to safety, but there were non-safety 

advantages discussed by the interviewees as well. It was claimed that there is a shortage of skilled 

truck drivers, and the lights were a means of ensuring that drivers feel comfortable and supported 

by their employer; this can then lead to good rates of driver retention. With a similar current 

shortage of bus drivers, it was noted that this could be of help to bus operators with their 

employment rates and retention. Another interviewee claimed that it might also appeal to drivers’ 

pride in their role and understanding of the requirement of the job in terms of their responsibility to 

be safe. Additionally, since bus driving is a stressful occupation, the lights might help to alleviate the 

stress felt by drivers by offering additional reassurance. 

4.2.2.5 Detrimental effects 

The majority of the interviewees suggested that the OSMDLS in the flashing condition could 

potentially be an annoyance, both to the bus drivers and other road users. This should be considered 

in conjunction with the views expressed in 4.2.2.2 (above). It was also thought that the flashing 

condition could be distracting for drivers, particularly when conditions are wet leading to reflections 

from the road surface. This might lead to drivers not looking at the road but being distracted by the 

reflections. As a result, it was suggested that the static option might be safer. It was also noted that 

the flashing lights might lead to complaints from homeowners along the bus route, which would be 

more of a concern in suburban sections of the journey.   

Another potential disadvantage of the lights in the flashing condition was thought (by one 

interviewee) to be that they are obtrusive on the vehicle, especially when it is not moving or in use. 

This was not someone with experience of the lights on the bus, but on a similarly large vehicle. In 

addition, two of the interviewees thought that there was a danger of road users and VRUs 

developing immunity to the lights if they are constantly in operation, that is, they become a habitual 

component of the bus and are no longer as noticeable as when they were first installed. 

4.2.2.6 Widespread implementation of the lights across the London bus fleet 

If the lights were used across the London bus fleet, then interviewees believed that it would best be 

achieved in a gradual manner. It was stressed by two of the participants that the lights should be 

used and set up in a considered way to be of the utmost benefit. The particular advantages of the 

lights could be that they would reduce damage to the buses such as clipping kerbs and reducing tyre 

damage and decrease the likelihood of the buses hitting parked cars in areas where these occur on 

both sides of the road (since they would act as a ‘marker’ for bus drivers to realise how close they 

are to objects and/or how much space there is). Furthermore, one interviewee with experience of 

the OSMDLS in vehicles other than buses suggested that it would be beneficial to fit the lights to a 

wide range of vehicles. 

The point was also made by one interviewee that if the installation of the lights reduced collisions, 

this would in turn save money leading to the lights paying for themselves over time. Installation is 

possible because the lights can be retrofitted to a vehicle, which was seen as an advantage; one 

interviewee suggested it would be more beneficial to fit the lights as part of the initial manufacturing 
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process of the vehicles - this was due to having experienced difficulties with fitting the OSMDLS to 

their own vehicles. There would need to be further discussions about whether the lights should be 

subject to legislation (obligatory) or at the discretion of an individual operator. 

4.2.2.7 Barriers to implementation 

The interviewees were able to suggest several potential barriers to the implementation of the 

OSMDLS, with the first being bus drivers who it was thought might be resistant to change. It was 

noted in this context that rather a lot of other safety-related technology is being introduced into 

buses at the current time; this would then be one additional innovation which drivers might or might 

not accept. Related to this was the participant who thought that the bus drivers’ trade unions might 

also present a barrier to implementation. This is in contrast with the focus group of drivers who 

seemed open to the introduction of the lights.  

Some more practical issues were discussed, the first being to comment on the scale of an 

implementation which would be a large undertaking. In addition, it was noted that there would be a 

need to maintain and check the OSMDLS regularly; this would also be a broad task to achieve on a 

wider scale. Furthermore, replacing broken or missing lights would also introduce difficulties 

although no lights were broken or knocked off the bus during the trial. 

Possibly the greatest barrier to wider implementation would be the cost involved, especially in 

retrofitting a large number of buses; all seven interviewees were agreed on this, with one suggesting 

that it might be a particular difficulty for smaller companies.  

As noted elsewhere, other barriers to implementation might be objections from those living on the 

bus route and the potential for annoyance to other road users (including drivers of other vehicles).  

4.3 Task 3: Incident Data analysis 
The study looked at incident data provided by Metroline. In total, 43 individual incidents were 

reported by Metroline involving buses servicing the number 6 route during 2020. In total, there were 

only 4 incidents involving VRUs of which 2 involved cyclists and 2 involved motorcyclists.   

4.3.1 Cyclist Accidents/Incidents 
Of the 2 cases involving cyclists, the first involved a cyclist travelling towards the bus which overtook 

stationary traffic. When the cyclist recognised that the bus was coming towards them, the cyclist 

mounted the kerb, lost balance and fell onto the pavement. The incident took place during mid-

afternoon on a late spring day and therefore this is considered to be a case where the OSMDLS 

lighting system would have no relevance.  

The second involved a cyclist who was ‘nudged’ from behind by the front nearside of the bus. No 

injury was involved, and the cyclist did not fall from their bike. The incident took place during early 

afternoon of late winter and therefore, this is considered to be a case where the OSMDLS lighting 

system would have no relevance.  

4.3.2 Motorcyclist Accident/Incidents 
Of the 2 cases involving motorcycles, the first involved a motorcyclist colliding with the offside rear 

section of the bus whilst the bus was stationary. This incident took place during early evening of mid-

summer and therefore, this is considered to be a case where the OSMDLS lighting system would 

have no relevance.  

The second case involved the bus turning right out of a garage and colliding with a motorcycle to the 

right of the bus, knocking rider off onto the road. This incident took place during the evening of late 
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autumn although given the incident scenario, this is considered to be a case where the OSMDLS 

would have had little relevance.  

In summary, whilst there are reported cases of incidents between buses and Vulnerable Road Users 

on the bus route used in the trial during the preceding 12 months, no incidents were identified 

where the OSMDLS lighting system would have likely affected the outcome and therefore in the 

absence of sufficient collision data, no firm conclusions can be reached as to whether OSMDLS 

would be effective in reducing incidents through analysis of the Metroline collision data. Further 

investigation of this may be possible by considering a much wider dataset although this is outside 

the scope of this study.  
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5 Discussion 
In this study, we have used different approaches to assess safety and behavioural aspects and 

associated related changes following installation of Optional Side Marker Down Lighting Systems 

(OSMDLS) on a sample of buses managed by the London Bus Operator Metroline. These approaches 

included: (1) analysis of video data to evaluate changes in the behaviour of Vulnerable Road Users 

(VRUs) in and around the bus in the different operating conditions of the lighting system; (2) A 

review of collision data looking for any before-after effects following installation of the lighting 

system; (3) Consultations via Focus Groups with bus drivers who drove buses with the OSMDLS 

operating during normal driving conditions; and (4) individual interviews with stakeholders familiar 

with the operating parameters of the lights and who were expected to offer professional insights 

into the overall efficacy of the lighting system in terms of driver assist and road safety. 

Our results are interesting in that they suggest some effects of the Lighting System in terms of VRU 

safety (as determined through the video data analysis) in addition to some interesting views on the 

overall benefit of the lighting system in terms of supporting the drivers and providing conspicuity of 

buses to third parties.  

5.1 Collision Data 
As already noted above, our collision data analysis was largely inconclusive mainly because there 

was insufficient data on which to detect any overall effect. Whilst specific incidents involving 

Vulnerable Road Users were found in the Metroline collision data, there were no individual incidents 

in which the OSMDLS were thought likely to have had relevance. Further investigation of this may be 

possible by considering a much wider dataset although this was outside the scope of this study.   

5.2 Video Data Analysis  
The video data analysis formed the most substantive part of the study. Overall, there were some 

interesting findings from this analysis. 

When looking at the video footage data relating to the OSMDLS operating in the ’static’ condition 

(OSMDLS on but not flashing) on the offside of the bus, we found that cyclists and PTWs tended to 

pass closer to the bus when compared to the ‘control’ baseline condition (i.e. no OSMDLS lights 

installed/operating). This difference was small overall with the mean difference between the ‘static’ 

and ‘baseline’ condition being 4cm. 

As discussed in more detail in 5.2.1 the study design does not allow any interpretation into individual 

road user perceptions or decision making, therefore any explanation as to the observed difference is 

not currently possible with the data collected. To understand why this effect occurs it may be 

necessary to undertake interviews with the road users in question (cyclists, PTW riders and other 

Vulnerable Road Users) to understand if their passing behaviour would change based on the fitment 

of OSMDLS lighting. 

Road based risk can manifest in a huge variety of ways, not least the separation between vehicles 

passing one another as is the focus of this study. The subject is relatively well understood for 

motorized vehicles with the current range of lane departure and automated lane keeping assist 

technologies built on crash data of these very instances, furthermore overtaking guidance for a 

motor vehicle to pass a Vulnerable Road User is established in the highway code7, however there is 

little evidence on the change in risk for a VRU passing a larger vehicle, particularly in terms of a 

 
7 The latest revision to the highway code which was not released at the time of publication expands on this 
guidance and provides some passing separation guidance. 
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separation distance. This lack of evidence makes it difficult to draw any conclusion as to whether the 

reduction is passing separation seen between baseline and static conditions will result in increased 

risk to road users. 

We note that in both the static and baseline conditions, both cyclists and motorcyclists tended to 

widen their separation distance between the bus as they passed it so that the minimum separation 

distance occurred at the rear of the bus. 

Looking at the results for the nearside of the bus illustrates generally risk adverse behaviour from 

the overall population of Vulnerable Road Users. Passes on the nearside of the bus were much less 

frequent than on the offside which is potentially a safer passing route and fits in with established 

messaging/warnings displayed on the rear of large vehicles. Overall nearside passes show an 80% 

reduction compared to offside passes (855 offside passes compared with 171 nearside passes). In 

very high-risk situations such as those where a left-hand direction indicator is shown (i.e. a road 

position change or turning manoeuvre is expected) the number of road users was insufficient for the 

analysis (n=2). It is not possible to state whether the effect seen here is transferable to other 

vehicles such as HGVs or construction traffic however the overall picture shows generally positive 

behaviour. 

Additionally for the nearside of the bus it was found that the passing distances were closer for all 

road-users when compared to the offside, however this is to be expected since within this condition, 

there are constraints on passing separation distance due to road infrastructure and presence of 

parked vehicles. Probably for this reason, we did not see the widening separation distance as the 

other road-users progressed from the rear to the front of the bus that was observed in the offside 

condition. 

Interestingly in the nearside analysis, we found that the proportion of road-users who entered the 

measurement box reduced over all conditions. We found that 75% of all road-users entered the 

measurement box in the ‘control’ (baseline) condition compared to 68% in the ‘static’ condition and 

65% in the ‘flashing-light’ condition suggesting that the OSMDLS has some effect in deterring other 

users from passing the bus. To support this finding, we noted that in the ‘flashing light’ condition, 

17.4% of cyclists stayed outside the measurement box compared to 13% in the baseline condition. 

Similar results were evident for motorcyclists with 43.2% remaining outside of the measurement box 

in the ‘flashing light’ condition compared with 40% in the ‘static’ condition.  

Our findings in relation to the video analysis was somewhat supported by the drivers during the 

focus groups and the individual stakeholder interviews. Drivers were of the opinion that the lights 

helped with illumination of the road and provided greater conspicuity of Vulnerable Road Users in 

and around the bus. Many of our stakeholders reported during the interviews that whilst both 

‘static’ and ‘flashing’ conditions were beneficial in terms of safety, the ‘flashing light’ condition 

offered a greater safety benefit overall.  

The results from the CCTV analysis should be reviewed while keeping in mind the challenges and 

operational effects of real-world data. For this study the nature of the data collection and 

subsequent analysis has within it the potential effects of two broad areas, these are (1) the effects of 

the real world and (2) the effects of lighting conditions. The following explains these to provide 

context. 
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5.2.1 Real world data effects 
The analysis of the CCTV footage collected from the buses across all conditions is not directly 

measuring safety. The study design does not draw any parallels between the observed behaviour of 

other road users and any measurable impact on safety in terms of collisions or injuries. 

The study design and subsequent analysis is designed primarily to measure changes in behaviour of 

road users as they (1) pass the bus or are (2) passed by a bus – this main indicator of behaviour 

within this study is in terms of the passing distance to the side of the bus within the constraints of 

the CCTV view (an overview of the visible distance is shown Figure 12 for the offside and Figure 34 

for the nearside of the bus). 

Real-world video data is known to be an incredibly rich source of data. However, there are several 

contextual factors within this data that remain unknown, and these factors should be considered 

whilst understanding the results of this analysis. As the study was longitudinal in nature (i.e., the 

conditions were in series rather than in parallel) the data will inevitably involve changes in traffic 

density, traffic type, change in work patterns, seasonal effects (Christmas, holidays) and weather 

effects. 

Primarily during the period of this study, the effects of COVID restrictions were evident, the impacts 

of which are various and often difficult to quantify. One observation that can be drawn from the 

data in combination with the CCTV footage is that, overall, the traffic environment was broadly 

similar to pre-pandemic levels in terms of the traffic flows. It is noted that there may be measurable 

reductions in some of the modes observed, for example personal motorised vehicles, HGVs and LGVs 

however these are potentially counteracted by increases in other modes (for example cycles) 

however the effect of this is likely to be small overall. No data was available to understand the 

specific effects along route 6 so this assessment is based on the TfL data as a whole. 

Furthermore, the effects described in the Results section represent the macro-effects of the 

observed traffic system; there will also be individual ‘micro’ effects for each road user - for example, 

individuals who are rushing, stressed, tired, under the influence of substances or making genuine 

road maneuvering errors. All of these could affect individual passing behaviour in our opinion.  

Data presented in this report has been aggregated where possible to reduce the impact of individual 

effects, consequently the data shows average passing distances across each of the longitudinal 

measurements along the side of the bus rather than for individual road users. Small samples still 

exist but these are highlighted. 

5.2.2 Lighting considerations 

5.2.2.1 Urban light noise 

It was noted during the analysis that the light “noise” seen in the CCTV footage was considerable 

across most of the observed route 6. The effect of this light noise is difficult to quantify as the 

footage used was not consistent and may provide a skewed view of the actual lighting conditions 

present at the time. The impact of the light noise is evidenced in two ways: 

• Effect of camera system: The data was collected to capture a four-hour period from a set 

time after astronomical sunset. Although this measure is precisely given it remains a 

relatively arbitrary measure of the actual lighting conditions as additional weather effects 

may influence this. 

• In addition to this the CCTV camera system uses some form of exposure compensation to 

provide a better picture quality in changeable or low light conditions which can have the 
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effect of making the picture seem lighter than the actual road scene would have been. The 

opposite effect of this is when a strong light source is present, such as a vehicle headlight or 

a bicycle light, where the system alters the exposure to compensate thereby artificially 

darkening (and in some cases partially obliterating) the remaining visible road scene. 

The lighting conditions as seen by a human eye ‘on the ground’ (in the case of each of the identified 

road users) will almost certainly have been perceived differently to the camera view and it is 

therefore possible that the light system as used on the bus was perceived differently too. In much of 

the CCTV footage the light projected onto the road surface was visible. However, in situations of 

extreme light contrast (for example a bright, flashing bicycle light) this light pattern was diminished – 

it is not possible to say whether this was the case for the road user in question and further 

controlled trials may need to be conducted to understand this effect. 

5.2.2.2 Light clutter 

The dense urban environment demonstrated by route 6 also provides an additional unquantifiable 

effect to the analysis. This effect is related to the amount of competing light sources visible within 

the road scene. Lights fitted to vehicles are regulated by colour (among many other parameters) and 

these include amber lights, primarily for direction indication or hazard warning although additionally 

for side and clearance markers on larger vehicles. It is probable that within a busy road scene several 

competing amber vehicle lights are also visible to other road users. 

Aside from vehicles, amber lighting will also be present within the wider street scene with regulated 

traffic signals (Belisha beacons, amber phase lighting), domestic and commercial properties and 

advertising being present at different concentrations across the whole of Route 6. The effect of 

these other light sources will depend on the concentration, relative brightness and proximity to road 

users, but it is possible that in busy areas the effect of the lighting under test could be diminished. 

5.2.2.3 Contrast between lit areas and ambient 

An additional effect that is related to the exposure compensation described above is the effect of 

high contrast lighting conditions. This again has two distinct effects: those observed through the 

CCTV data, and those perceived by the road users. 

The issue is potentially exacerbated due to the introduction of modern high output lighting such as 

LED or laser lighting. Although these lighting technologies differ by manufacturer, they are defined 

as a group by a whiter output and a much sharper cut off to the light. This effect can lead to very 

high contrast between the areas within the field of the light and those immediately adjacent to the 

lit area. 

In addition to the lights themselves, the effect of traffic and other obstacles can lead to very high 

contrast conditions, for example the effect of a vehicle blocking the lights from a following vehicle in 

heavy traffic has the effect of artificially altering the contrast between areas lit by high output 

headlights and those which are ambiently lit. 

Ambient lighting is overwhelmed by modern lighting systems which can lead to a much higher 

perceived contrast between the areas lit by vehicle head lights and the areas lit by ambient light or 

even ‘shadowed’ completely such as could be the case along the sides of a bus in traffic. 

5.2.2.4 Ambient light differences 

Urban light noise reduces substantially as the route continues into the suburbs between Willesden 

from a line roughly marked by the Westway. A good comparison between these areas with lower 
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ambient lighting levels and the extensively lit inner London areas is not possible as the road user 

numbers were too low in the low ambient light areas. 

A further study may be necessary to determine whether the effects of close passing behaviour seen 

when the bus operates in the static lights condition continues in the same proportions or to the 

same effect under different lighting conditions. This is particularly relevant for other bus routes in 

the TfL area and for a wider perspective across all UK bus routes. 

It is important to state that our findings relating to passing behaviour relate to the specific 

conditions seen on London Route 6 and the relevance to other Routes, within London or more 

widely across the UK as a whole is not certain.  

5.3 Driver Focus Groups and Stakeholder Interviews 
As noted above, the research was restricted in only being able to involve one group of bus drivers in 

the discussions. However, it is thought that speaking to the bus drivers about the lights has provided 

an indication of their experience and opinions of them; the focus groups participants were certainly 

pleased that their views had been sought. It is also thought that a relatively wide range of different 

viewpoints were sought during the interviews, with bus driver safety managers and those already 

making use of the lights being involved.  

All of the participants in the focus groups and the interviews were generally positive about the lights, 

with all suggesting that safety benefits are associated with them. There were some contrasting 

viewpoints, in particular regarding the nature of the lights. That is, some of the drivers thought that 

road users might be confused about the flashing lights on the bus and wonder what they signify 

(perhaps that the bus has an issue), whereas all of the interviewees believed that it would be 

obvious that the lights denote a danger zone around the bus.   

The view of the drivers was overwhelmingly positive in terms of improvements in ability to see the 

road and VRUs (and other road users) and in terms of others being able to see the bus. These 

opinions should be considered in light of the fact that the buses involved in the trial did not have 

CMS fitted. 
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6 Conclusions 
The purpose of the report was to determine the overall performance and safety benefits of the 

OSMDLS system. The system is designed to offer benefits to bus drivers, drivers of other vehicles and 

Vulnerable Road Users. For bus drivers, these benefits include offering greater visibility along the 

sides of the bus in poorer lighting conditions thereby helping them to identify approaching 

pedestrians, cyclists and other road-users (e.g. motorcyclists) who may be adjacent to the vehicle 

side. For other vehicle users in the vicinity of the bus, these are described to include making the bus 

more visible thereby improving awareness and hazard perception. For Vulnerable Road Users, it was 

suggested that the lights may offer an ‘area of high risk’ which should be avoided to ensure personal 

safety.  

The overall aim of this study was therefore to evaluate some of the effects of the OSMDLS, especially 

with regard to safety of other road-users.  

The OSMDLS has three operating modes:  

1. The ‘slow-speed’ light facility operates automatically through the control box. Once the 

ignition is turned ‘ON’ – the OSMDLS will come ‘ON’. The lights will stay on until the vehicle 

reaches a speed above 15kph, when the OSMDLS will turn ‘OFF’. Once the speed of the 

vehicle drops down to below 16kph, the OSMDLS will turn back ‘ON’. The idea behind this 

function is to continually offer the ‘area of high risk’ prompt, in stop/start slow moving 

conditions, to those road users nearing close proximity to the vehicle. 

 

2. The OSMDLS also operate from the vehicle light switch. If the driver activates the vehicle 

lights, the OSMDLS will come on. When the bus is moving during general bus operation, the 

lights will project downward to give the impression of a ‘ring of light’ around the bus (sides 

only). This is intended to portray the ‘area of high risk’ to other road users where extreme 

vigilance is required. The ‘footprint of light’ may also assist the driver during normal driving 

activities, particularly when ambient lighting conditions are poor. It also highlights the 

presence of the vehicle to other road users in poor visibility such as fog or heavy spray or 

rain in faster traffic conditions etc. In this report, this condition is known as the STATIC light 

condition.  

3. When the vehicle direction indicators or ‘hazard’ lights are activated, the lights will enter a 

‘flashing phase’ (known in this report as the FLASHING light condition). The FLASHING 

condition is synchronous with the vehicle indication cycle. This is intended to provide extra 

visual aid for cyclists and pedestrians that may be in proximity of the vehicle/trailer in urban 

areas especially when lighting conditions deteriorate. The footprint, when flashing on the 

ground, also aims to give additional visual assistance to Vulnerable Road Users in perceiving 

the ‘area of high risk’ when the vehicle is about to change direction or turn.  

A valuable output from this study is the detailed analysis of the natural behaviour of Vulnerable 

Road Users around buses being operated in London. This type of data is very scarce and is normally 

only derived in the event of a serious or fatal collision or from smaller scale localised studies. The 

benefit of this study is that highly detailed scenario data is available to provide a clearer picture of 

the types and patterns of passing manoeuvres. 

This data can be considered the major output from the baseline condition of the analysis. The 

baseline taken in isolation does not tell us anything about the effects of the OSMDLS however it 

does provide some insight into what natural behaviour looks like. 

James
Sticky Note
It must be remembered that no information about the lights was provided to other road users or passengers either before or during the study. It is therefore highly probable that any conclusions and/or Key Findings of the OSMDLS are based on the natural behaviours, individual judgements and vigilance of some other road users.
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From the analysis it is possible to conclude that passing separations are, on average, relatively wide 

particularly on the offside (1.461m) although space has been found on the nearside of the bus which 

shows average passing separations of 1.005m. Opportunities to pass the bus on the nearside were 

observed to be fewer and may also represent a higher risk manoeuvre irrespective of whether cycle 

facilities are present; this is evidenced by the 84% reduction in passes on the nearside compared to 

the offside.  

Average data for the offside disguises a strong pattern within this value, which indicates that all road 

users increase separation as they pass from the rear of the bus to a point 6m further along the bus. 

This is potentially positive behaviour as it shows that road users passing the bus are aware of the risk 

posed by heavy vehicles and that they are potentially positioning themselves in areas where they 

can be seen in the offside rear view mirror. 

The data for the nearside does not demonstrate the widening pattern. However, this is likely to be a 

function of the restrictions created by fixed infrastructure along the nearside of the bus. A positive 

finding for the study is that almost no data exists (n=2) showing nearside passing when the LH 

indicator is activated; this is a well understood high risk manoeuvre and features heavily in the 

cyclist fatality data for London. 

Overall the data for the baseline condition could be extremely valuable in determining educational 

or training feedback to Vulnerable Road User groups or for providing detailed test scenarios for 

future or existing technologies such as camera monitoring systems or other driver assistance 

technologies. 
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7 Key findings on the system benefits assessed through this study 

7.1 Benefits to bus drivers  
Both the bus driver focus group and the interviews recognised the opportunity of the lights to offer 

greater visibility in all lighting conditions, but specifically in darker situations. This was noted in 

relation to the approach of all road users, and the view of the bus drivers with experience of the 

lights was that this is particularly the case for Vulnerable Road Users who might be travelling without 

their own lights on their vehicle. 

In addition to the findings through the interview process, the CCTV data analysis provided some 

insight into the potential benefits to drivers by offering additional visibility. This data covers events 

where a bus passes a road user (rather than a road user passing a bus) and demonstrates overall 

positive driver behaviour. Average passing separations on the nearside to a Vulnerable Road User 

being overtaken showed stable and repeatable distances of around 1.5m to the centre line of the 

VRU with very little variance from this measurement. Although this measure cannot be directly 

attributed to the OSMDLS lighting it suggests that current driver training and recent enforcement 

campaigns may have had a positive effect on buses passing other road users. 

7.2 Benefits to Vulnerable Road Users  
The OSMDLS technology was designed so that the lights may present an ‘area of high risk’ along the 

sides of the bus which should be avoided to ensure personal safety. Data from the offside of the bus, 

particularly the comparison between baseline (no OSMDLS fitted) and static (OSMDLS fitted, fixed 

light) conditions indicates that the technology does not provide a clear benefit in respect to this 

claim. 

A consistent reduction in passing separation was identified between the baseline and static 

conditions indicating that road users are more willing to pass closer in the static (OSMDLS activated) 

condition compared to the baseline (no OSMDLS) condition. The difference within modal groups is 

not huge, however the pattern does persist across all road user groups identified, from cycles with 

an average reduction in passing separation of 4cm, right through to ‘other’ road users with an 

average reduction in passing separation of 38cm8. 

The data shows a disparity between the offside of the bus and the nearside of the bus with the static 

conditions passing separations on the nearside showing a noticeable increase in passing separation 

compared to baseline. Passing separations increased by 20cm for all road users combined, however 

the picture was mixed for individual road user types as passing separation for PTWs actually reduced 

in the static condition (this reduction served only to bring PTWs in line with the other static road 

user separations as the measures recorded in baseline were considerably larger than that seen for 

other road user groups). 

The conclusion for the nearside is contrary to the finding on the offside and care should be taken 

when interpreting the results. For example, the larger separations seen between conditions is 

potentially due to vehicle capability and performance in congested road environments. It was noted 

that PTW riders could exploit the potential for greater speed differentials between the bus and 

themselves and create better passing opportunities while the bus is moving. Conversely cycles only 

appeared to be able to exploit passing opportunities when the bus was stopped or very slowly 

 
8 Very small sample size (n=24) for the other (scooter, skateboard etc.) which could make this finding less 
robust compared to the primary road user groups of cyclist and PTW user (n=768) 

James
Sticky Note
It must be borne in mind that no information about the OSMDLS or how to react to them was ever provided to any of the other road users either before or during the study. Any noticeable change in behavioural habits for any NEW safety concept, which is required in this case by all road users, can only be achieved through further education and a campaign and promotion of any new safety concept. E.G. the new Rules and Updates to the Highway Code coming in to force on the 29th January 2022.
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moving where it could potentially be close to a restriction. Section  covers the types of manoeuvre 

and common locations where nearside passes were possible with large separations. 

The duration of the study and therefore the amount of data collected for the nearside did not allow 

a more thorough analysis of this behaviour but further observational studies may be useful to 

understand these manoeuvres more completely. Based on these observations it is likely that 

OSMDLS has a role to play in the effects observed on the nearside of the bus, however there are 

likely to be stronger drivers of this behavioural change which may be linked to the specific 

conditions/environments in which these manoeuvres took place. 

With the RH indicator activated, the behaviour of all road users between the static and baseline 

conditions suggests that the OSMDLS lights may be associated with positive safety benefits in 

conjunction with the use of regulatory direction indicators, (that is, the OSMDLS were not flashing in 

this phase, only the standard fit direction indicators). However, a clear effect for the OSMDLS in 

isolation cannot be determined as a pass while the right-hand indicator is activated is a relatively 

rare event resulting in small sample sizes and mixed effects across road user types. Additionally, the 

actual passing distances between the static and baseline conditions with the ‘RH indicator’ condition 

are broadly similar suggesting that the observed difference between conditions is primarily due to 

closer overall passing in the static condition rather than an isolated effect of the OSMDLS and 

indicator use. 

The pattern of passing identified in the baseline phase is replicated for the static condition with all 

road user types passing closer to a bus when it is stopped. This effect maintains the widening 

pattern of passing behaviour and, likewise, demonstrates closer passing separations for static (lit 

with OSMDLS) condition compared to baseline (unlit, without OSMDLS) conditions. The 

measurements of passing separation are typically very consistent across the different conditions 

suggesting that a moving vs stopped bus is the primary determinant for changes in passing distance 

and not the effect of OSMDLS lighting. 

With the OSMDLS lights in the FLASHING condition (i.e. flashing with the indicator activation) a 

reduction in road users entering the offside area immediately adjacent to the bus side was seen 

compared to both the STATIC and BASELINE conditions. Moreover, the reduction in the proportion 

of road users entering this zone of higher risk was consistently reduced from the baseline condition, 

through the static condition and into the flashing condition suggesting that the additional lighting 

provided by the OSMDLS may have some role in deterring road users from close proximity passes 

when the bus was indicating to turn right. 

Not entering the area of high risk (i.e the measurement box area) is not a guarantee that a road user 

waited behind the bus as a wider pass (i.e. greater than the 2m measurement box width) was also 

classed as not entering the measurement box. A more detailed analysis on the specifics of each road 

user behaviour could not be completed due to the available views through the CCTV footage, for 

example it was not always possible to identify road users who waited behind the bus due to 

obscuration created by the bus side.  The reduction in road users entering areas of high risk across 

the project conditions should also be balanced by the fact that this manoeuvre type is relatively 

uncommon within the route 6 sample (9% of the data) so there may be an effect of small samples 

sizes on the overall result. 

Analysis for the flashing conditions on the nearside of the bus was not completed as instances of a 

bus indicating left while a road user passed along the side of the bus were extremely rare within the 

Route 6 sample. This may indicate that education initiatives have made Vulnerable Road Users 
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aware of the likely bus manouevre and associated risks and are less likely to undertake this 

manoeuvre. 

Overall, the effects seen for the offside and nearside of the bus do not show a consistent or 

sustained improvement in road user behaviour change with the addition of the OSMDLS. There is 

some evidence of positive behaviour, such as the increase in separation between baseline and static 

conditions on the nearside and the larger passing separations observed when the RH indicator is 

activated. However, in these cases, the sample sizes are small and other confounding effects may be 

evident making robust conclusions on the observed effects problematic. 

The natural behaviour observed during this study also identified some positive effects for overall 

safety outside of the OSMDLS aims of the study, effects such as the substantial reduction in nearside 

passes compared to offside passes. The almost complete lack of nearside passes when the bus was 

indicating left and the consistently wide passes buses made on Vulnerable Road Users all 

demonstrate that current information, training, and enforcement campaigns are impacting the 

general pattern of road user behaviour in a positive way. 

 

James
Sticky Note
As mentioned in 7.2 - Benefits to Vulnerable Road Users:  a change in behavioural habits is needed by ALL road users if any improvements in reducing incidents, accidents and fatalities is to be achieved. This can ONLY be accomplished through further education and the promotion of any proposed new technologies, already agreed Rules and Updates and everybody working together to stirve for the same objective, ROAD and PERSONAL SAFETY!




